
 

 

ARTEE Central Office convey best wishes and greetings for New year 2013. We also wish to have a 

strong and Recognized ARTEE, capable to protect interests of our Members.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Comrades,  
                                    The year 2012 has passed and 2013 has started with fresh hopes. The Challenges are 
increasing day by day. The biggest challenge is to pass this period without causing us any harm. Since Recognition 
Process is on its way and due to this we cannot go for Agitational Steps . We have to rely on tactical approaches. We 

have to utilize our personal skills to address the issues. Last six months we have witnessed it. Be it EA and SEA 
Merger issue, Tech. vs Lighting Assistant issue, Recognition, Bunching Benefits etc when we succeeded in pulling 

out the things back from the worst due to our Organizational strength.  Details are given inside.  
 
We pledge that we will continue to do so in future also. Just see despite the all around onslaught on us we have 

succeeded in coming out strongly and I have full faith that we will be more stronger day by day.  Just When one side 
other the Welfare Activities in other Associations are almost standstill we are managing the show. We are taking up 

all the issues and keeping our Members fully updated and Alert through our Website and Filaments. 
 
I convey my sincere thanks to ARTEEians throughout the country for the success of email drive on the call of 

Central Office in EA and SEA Merger in Grade Pay 4200 with personal pay, which has resulted in highlighting 
the issue upto highest level and we succeeded in explaining the facts at almost all levels of Management. The 

proposal was almost finalized. It is something very encouraging and shows the real strength of ARTEE that without 
Recognition, without any Agitational Step we can face such challenges.  
 

We at centre are trying to save ourselves from the damage which some quarters in Management are trying by taking 
advantage of the situation. The same segments took advantage by putting guns on shoulders and using us for their 

interests. We have to be cautious in future.  
 
The Victory in Tech vs Lighting issue is another example of fighting for truth. It is a testimony that if we handle 

things properly it will yield good results. The fight of Truth is always tough and time consuming. But truth always 
prevails. The judgment of Hon’ble Supreme Court has re established faith in the spirit of Unionism and fueled 

enthusiasm. We pledge to act in more effective manner to keep the Torch burning and spreading light. Lets welcome 
new year with fresh enthusiasm and hopes.         Umesh Chandra, 
           President, 9871765714 
           umsharma01@yahoo.com 
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The Recognition Process is going on. As we have told earlier in the Verdict of CAT,  Prasar Bharati was granted four 

Months time which has also ended on 30th Jun 2012. After this Govt. is granted two Months and three Month time 

which has also ended on 30th Nov 2012. We are trying our best through every possible mean that matter is processed 

as early as possible but at the same time we have to be cautious about Management’s intention of delaying it on one 

pretext or the other. All the queries being raised by Ministry of I & B are cleared and Now Recognition Process should 

come to its logical conclusion i.e. granting Recognition to the Associations who have qualified for it. 



 
 
 
 

As all are aware that Mgmt. and administration is trying to Merge SEA and EA by Downgrading the Grade pay from 4600 to 
4200 with the Designation Jr.Engr. The Central Office is trying its best to stop this through various means and methods. We 
all know that Recognition Process as per CCS(RSA) Rules is under process and on this excuse the Authorities are refusing to 
meet us. Meanwhile Anti Employee elements in Management sensing the situation as an opportunity have also become 
active to downgrade our scale as these elements are trying to cash on the situation to settle their age old scores of 
granting us scale way back in Nintees. These elements are also against ACP Verdict of PATNA while they have been 
benefitted by NFADE Agitation lead by ARTEE. This downgrdation is being done to destroy all of our demands and will very 
badly effect our all future prospect including Pension etc. More over as per information the Grade Pay of A.E.s is also being 
reduced to Rs. 4600 from 4800. It is also alarming. 
 
In between as per information with the efforts of Central Office some good developments also took place. But after this 
that finally under Pressure Prasar Bharati Management has also succumbed to the Pressure of Ministry and sent the same 
proposal which we have been opposing. When the news came we were in the middle of Central Council Meeting in Delhi. 
CC immediately reviewed this and decided to seek Advocate’s opinion on the changed scenario. 
 
We gave a call to send emails to Hon’ble Minister, Secy. (I&B) and CEO PB. I am pleased and feel proud that the response 
of the call was so encouraging that within few days Management started feeling the heat and Officers forgetting about 
Recognition started meeting us. On 27.11.2012, I along with VP(TV), VP(NZ) met Joint Secy.(B) and on 5 .12.2012 on the 
instruction of CEO PB I met Member(P). The details of these Meetings are given on www.arteeindia.org. The Meeting with 
Member (P) along with Sr.G.M.(P) lasted for an hour in which I explained the whole issue in details with all the documents. 
At the end of Meeting Member(P) and Sr.G.M.(P) realized that the proposal of personal pay will severely against our 
interests and assured for re-considering. 
 
After few days when we visited Ministry as a follow up we were informed that Proposal is being sent to Prasar Bharati for 
re consideration. We are in continuous touch with Prasar Bharati and trying our best that a Good Proposal is sent to 
Ministry. We are also ready for legal fight but legal fight is the last option as it consumes long time. Once again I say be 
vigil and alert. 
    Letter written to Hon’ble Minister of Information and Broadcasting 
ARTEE/322/12/2012                   05-12-2012 
Sh. Manish Tewari 

Hon’ble Minister of Information & Broadcasting (Independent Charge)  
5

th
 Floor Shastri Bhawan, 

New Delhi – 110001 
Subject : Request to Stop Downgrading the Pay Scale of Engg.Asstts & Sr.Engg.Asstts granted Since 01-01-
78 as per decision of Hon’ble Sup. Court which will subsequently downgrade 15000+ Employees in 27 
Cadres.  
Respected Sir, 
  With warm regards, I want to inform you about a very derogatory move by Ministry of I & B to 
downgrade the Pay Scale of Engg. Asstts & Sr. Engg. Asstts granted Since 01-01-78 as per  various decisions of 
Hon’ble Sup.Court.  

We feel that this in some segments of Management a misinformation is being spread that the step is not going to 
cause any harm and the incumbents will be protected by placing extra amount in Personal Pay. This is an effort of 
creating a confusion. I want to submit the following facts. 
[1].On this Personal Pay there will be no DA, HRA, Increment etc. 
[2].Allowances like conveyance etc will be reduced,  
[3].All eligibility criteria of LTC, Tours TA/DA, Medical treatment etc will be down, 
[4].One upgradation under ACP/MACP will be vanished.  
[5].Career and Pension will be badly effected. 
[6]. It will also have repercussions in other cadres.  
[7].When Incumbent Sound Recordist is protected how for other incumbents it can be downgraded. 
[8].It will also have bad impacts on 7th Pay Commission benefits (If constituted).  
[9]. If Grade Pay will be Reduced to 4200 all further benefits will also be reduced. 

 

Merger of EA and SEA in Grade Pay 4200 with Personal Pay – The Sinister Move to demolish us 
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It will subsequently downgrade 15000+ Employees in 27 Cadres. On this issue which will reduce our Pay, will 
cause Recoveries, our career and will effect our Pension I want to submit the following.  
[1]. The Pay of Sound Recordist of Doordarshan was revised in pursuant to Supreme Court order dated 26th Aug 
1988 (Vide order no. A-14011/1/80-SI/TV(A) dated 21.12.88 and NO. 2(7)/89-S.I(VOL.II)/TV(A) Dated 17/07/1990 

w.e.f. 01-01-78. 
[2]. When Engg. Asstt. Demanded and Won upto Supreme Court their Pay was also revised as vide MIB order no. 
310/15/93-B(D) dated 15th May 1995 in pursuant to Supreme Court order dated 25.11.1994  w.e.f. 01-01-78. 

[3]. 5th CPC brought down the scales of Sound Recordists which had subsequently effected us also and when 
Employees demanded 90% of scales with Allowances were restored with the approval of Cabinet as per MIB 
order no. 310/173/97-B(D) dated 05-12-97. 90% was given and 10% was left for Prasar Bharati to avoid the 
similar demand in other departments. 
[4]. MIB granted remainng 10% with an Undertaking as per order no. 310/173/97-B(D) dated 25.02.1999. It was 
granted to 11 categories and on the basis of this Prasar Bharati granted same benefit to another 16 Cadres 
on 9th March 1999. So this benefit extended to more than 15000 employees in 27Cadres.  
[5]. Sr. Engg. Asstts. which is a higher Post also demanded the higher scale  and granted by Supreme Court  vide 
SLP no. CC 5902-5908/2001 and as per MIB order no. 310/50/99-B(D)/BA(E) dated 10.06.2002. DG AIR issued 

order no. 7/1/2002-Scor/400 dated 12.6.2002 and DG DD order no. A-11018/11/2002 Esstt. Dated 12.6.2002. 
[6]. Hon’ble GOM constituted for Restructuring of Prasar Bharati decided that Employees recruited upto 5 th OCT 
2007 working in Prasar Bharati on deemed deputation will continue to remain Central Govt. employees till their 
Retirement. So the Undertaking has become redundant. 
[7]. All the Employees of AIR and DD got 6th CPC in normal replacement scales and MACP since Hon’ble GOM 
cleared the Status of Employees. 
[8]. As per vide OM no. F.No.1/12008-IC dated 13

th
 Nov 2009 the Engg.Asstts working in the pre revised Scale of 

Rs. 6500-10500 were granted Grade Pay 4600 as per line 16 Para 2 which financially merged Engg.Asstts and 
Sr.Engg.Asstts. 
[9]. Some Engg. Asstts. filed OA 2940 in CAT Delhi to allow them to appear in Deptt Examination to the post of AE 
since their G.P. is also 4600. CAT Delhi gave verdict that without Amending RRs it can not be done and asked 
Deptt to Amend RRs. 
Now instead of Amending RRs for Merging Engg. Astts working pre revised scale of Rs. 6500-10500 ad now 
granted Rs. 4600 G.P. as per OM dated 13/11/2009 of DOE Min.I & B is merging all Engg.Asstts. working in 
Sr. Engg. Asstts working in pre revised scale of 6500-10500 and 7450-11500 placed in 4600 and granted 
MACP accordingly,  in Grade Pay 4200 with placing extra Amount as Special Pay which is highly 
derogatory and unjustified as it will downgrade 15000+ Employees in 27 Cadres subsquently. This issue 
will reduce our Pay, will cause Recoveries, ruin our career and will reduce our Pension. It is also injustice 
in the eye of Law. Min. Of I & B is pressing hard to DG AIR and Prasar Bharati to this Injustice.  
I request your high office to stop the move by doing justice to that we the deprived employee waiting for decades 
without even a single promotion can get some solace. 
          Thanking You, 
          Yours faithfully, 
          Umesh Chandra, 
          President, ARTEE 
          09871765714 
            umsharma01@yahoo.com 
Enclosed :  

      [1]. Copy of MIB Order no. A-14011/1/80-SI/TV(A) dated 21.12.88  

      [2]. Copy of MIB order O. 2(7)/89-S.I(VOL.II)/TV(A) Dated 17/07/1990 w.e.f. 01-01-78.  
      [3]. Copy of MIB order no. 310/15/93-B(D) dated 15

th
 May 1995 

      [4]. Copy of MIB order no. 310/50/99-B(D)/BA(E) dated 10.06.2002.  

      [5]. Copy of DG AIR no. 7/1/2002-Scor/400 dated 12.6.2002  
      [6]. Copy of DG DD no. A-11018/11/2002 Estt. Dated 12.6.2002.  
      [7]. Copy of MIB order no. 310/171/97-B(D) dated 05.12.97 

      [8]. Copy of MIB order no. 310/171/97-B(D) dated 25.02.99.  
      [9]. Copy of OM no. F.No. 1/1/2008-IC DOE dated 13

th
 Nov 2009 

Copy for information to :   [1]. Sh. Uday Verma, Secy.(I&B), Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi  

       [2]. Sh. Jawhar Sircar, CEO, PB, PTI Building, New Delhi  
       [3]. Sh. R.K.Singh , Joint Secy. (B), Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi  
       [4]. Sh. V.A.M.Hussain, Member(P), Prasar Bharati, New Delhi  

               [5]. Office Copy. 
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Preparing Voter List for Next Election for CWC Term 2013-15  

Urgent 

All Unit Secretaries are hereby instructed to pl. send List of Members from whom Salary CCS(RSA) 
Subscription is deducted in last Month to electionartee2013@gmail.com for Preparing and Tallying 

Members List to conduct next election for the Term 2013-15. The list should be signed by Unit 
Secretaries with stamp and certified by the DDOs of the concerned station. Pl. note the name of 

Members as per any previous type of membership should not be included in the List. All CWC 
Members are advised to mobilize the Unit Secys. to send it immediately. Pl. act fast. All Unit 

Secretaries are requested to furnish details of Members joined after 5th Oct 2007 i.e. date of 
change of status of Govt. Employee. Pl mention date Joining also in case of any such employee 

exists in any station. 

As per Association call Unit Secys are sending the details but the response must be faster. Act fast 
and send details if not sent on email ID : electionartee2013@gmail.com. 
 

      APPROVAL OF BYELAWS 
 

We all are aware that Elections are to be conducted as per approved byelaws. Our Gen.Secy. 
had submitted the byelaws after making statuary amendments required by Prasar Bharati as per 
CCS(RSA) Recognition on 10th Jul 2012 to Asstt. Registrar of Societies Allahabad where we are 
registered. Due some unavoidable reasons approval of byelaws could not be obtained. The 
Approval is under process. We are waiting the byelaws to be approved. Next Elections will be 
conducted strictly as per these byelaws. 
  

 

Tech vs Lighting Assistant Pay Parity Issue. 
 
As informed earlier , the combined efforts by ARTEE and ADTEA for getting justice for 
Technicians yielded result on 10

th
 Jan 2013. The combined hearing of SLP filed by ADTEA in 

Notional Fixation Case and Review Petition by ARTEE in earlier rejected SLP in case with 
Arrears was listed in Hon’ble Supreme Court today the 10/01/2013. After Arguments Hon’ble 

Apex Court rejected SLP of Department and upheld the Verdict of Hon’ble High Court of 
Chennai granting Notional Fixation to Technicians with Pay Parity with Lighting Assistants 

w.e.f. 01/12/1983. The Pay parity is already restored w.e.f. 01 /01/1996. The Hon’ble Court issued 
Notice to Department in Review Petition seeking their reply in two weeks. Hearing on Review 

Petition is due in coming weeks. It is again the victory of Unity as ARTEE has swiftly filed 
Review Petition when SLP in ADTEA case was referred to Same bench and both SLP and 

Review Petition were clubbed. ARTEE always open for such innovative actions rising above 
anything. ARTEE wholeheartedly express its gratitude to everyone including Sh. N.L.Deshmukh 

VP(AIR), Sh.Yogesh Kumar,VP(TV) and Sh. G.M.Tyagi Secy.(Sr.Tech/Tech) for their 
contribution in the cause. 
President,  Gen.Secy and Secy.(Sr.Tech/Tech.) alongwith Office bearers of Sister Association 

remained present in all hearings. 
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The Issue of Pay parity to Technicians with Lighting Assistants 
The Lighting Assistant was having Pay Parity with Asstt. Cameraman which was disturbed on 01-07-1983 

and restored w.e.f. 01-12-1983 as per Supreme Court Verdict.  The Pay Scale of Lighting Assistants 

revised from 330-480 to 425-700 as per w.e.f. 01-12.1983 through order no. A-1401/1/80-SI/TV(A) Dated 

21.12.88 of Ministry of I & B in pursuance of  Supreme Court order dated 26/8/1988.  

Due to continuous fight by ARTEE and ADTEA under the banner of Sanyuka  Sangarsh Samiti the  Pay 

parity to Technician was granted as per MIB Order 310/173/97-B(D) Dated 05-12-97 It is accepted by 

Hon’ble Sup. Court in recent verdict of 10th Jan 2013.  
 

Case filed by ARTEE 

 

A case Individually filed with a prayer to grant 

Pay parity to Technicians for the Period from 

01-12-1983 to 31-12-1995 in Hyderabad CAT 

1996 with Arrears. Hon’ble CAT asked 

Department to take a decision on the 

representation in a period of three months time 

which deptt. obviously decided against us. 

ARTEE filed an OA in CAT Delhi for the same 

cause in 1999 and Hon’ble CAT gave a verdict 

that since Sayukta Sangharsh Samiti has 

accepted the Parity from 01-01-1996 the claim 

from back can not be accepted. 

ARTEE filed Writ Petition in Hon’ble High 

Court Delhi against the decision of CAT Delhi. 

Hon’ble HC Delhi dismissed the claim on the 

ground that Court has been approached late 

however opined the genuineness of the Prayer.  

ARTEE filed an SLP in Hon’be Supreme Court 

which was also rejected. We were considering to 

file a Review Petition. 
 

Case filed by ADTEA 

 

ADTEA filed a parity Case in 1994 in Delhi CAT but 

Court Rejected the Same due to Strike by Advocates 

and the case was decided one sided. The review 

Petition filed but same was also rejected.  

 

In 2006 OA 390 was filed by Mr. T.Vijaykumar in 

Chennai CAT who also rejected the claim 

Again in 2009, ADTEA filed a writ petition no 27155 in 

Chennai High Court. On 24.11.2010, the Hon’ble High 

Court granted the Notional Fixation to Technician and 

Sr.Technician while accepting their Parity with 

Lighting Assistant w.e.f. 01/07/1983. However the 

Arrears between 01.12.83 to 31.12.1995 shall not be 

given and Arrears from 01.01.1996 shall be given on  

Notionally fixed increased Salary. 

Govt. filed SLP in Supreme Court against verdict of 

High Court Chennai. It was on the verge to rejection 

but on the strong Arguments by our Advocates it is 

transferred to same bench who earlier heard SLP in 

ARTEE Case. 
 

COMMON ACTIONS FOR COMMON CAUSE 

On the legal Advice of Sh. Jayant Bhushan , ARTEE filed a Review Petition against i ts earlier 

Rejected SLP to support the SLP in ADTEA case and to keep the cause alive. 
On 29/11/2012 Hon’ble Supreme Court clubbed both SLP in ADTEA case and Review 

Petition in ARTEE Case on the strong arguments of  Sh. Jayant Bhushan. 
On 10/01/2013 Hon’ble Supreme Court gave verdict to reject Govt. SLP and granted Pay 

parity and upheld Verdict of Chennai High Court dated 24.10.2010. Hon’ble Court observed 
that High Court acted in consonance with spirit of Article 14 and 16 of Indian Constitution. 

Notional Fixation will be done for the period of 01-12-1983 to 31-12-1995 and from 01-01-
1996 as consequential fixation we are eligible for Arrears also. The Emoluments after 
Fixation will depend upon Fitment Tables, Fixation Procedures & Joining Date etc of 

Individuals. We have to be careful for any misinterpretation by Management but we are 
committed to get maximum benefit for our Members. 

It is made possible by hectic efforts and Unity of Both the Associations 
      KulbhushanBhatia                                                                                                        Umesh Chandra 

   General Secretary,ADTEA                                                                                         President, ARTEE 

         09968272157                                                                                                                09871765714 
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An Impractical BIFURCATION OF ZONES 

 
 In a hurriedly move Prasar Bharati in its 110th Meeting created two new Zones out of Existing North and 

West Zone. As per the order the States of Delhi, UP, UK and Haryana will be called North Central Zone and 
Rajasthan, Himachal, Punjab & J&K will be in North Zone.  Zone Central Zone is created from West Zone which 
will include Madhya Pradesh and Chattisgarh.  

 It is sad that Managements did not take any lesson from the unscientific bifurcation of creating North East 
Zone from erstwhile East Zone a decade back. The Scar of that bifurcation are still visible and could not be healed 

up. Staff suffered like anything. This bifurcation is even more un scientific as no strategy is devised that how it will 
be executed. No body though that what will happen to staff and vacancies.  Everybody knows that at Present North 
Zone has maximum difficult stations like North East Zone and it is being manned by most the staff coming from 

other zone on transfer. The local staff strength of these difficult stations is very thin.  
 This is another fallout absence of Employees voice in taking such important decisions due to Recognition 

Process. It again emphasize the need of a strong employee platform to protect our interests. President alongwith 
VP(TV) , AGS(TV) NZ and Joint Secy.(SEA/EA) NZ  met authorities at various  levels and tried to explore the 
possible remedies/actions what could be taken under present situation. 

 President also send an email to Sh. Jawhar Sircar, CEO which was forwarded to Member(P) who in the 
meeting of 05th Dec 2012 assured to consider all the queries raised : 

Email sent to CEO, Prasar Bharati by President on Zone Bifurcation. 

Respected Sir, 
 
Recently an order of creating two more zones out of existing five zones is issued by Prasar Bharati. I want to submit 
following few facts on the issue. 

(1). A decade back North East Zone was created from erstwhile East Zone. It was totally unscientific and still not 
implemented properly. The Staff is still crying by the scars of that bifurcation. I request you take an update of that 

unfortunate administrative mishap from the officials who were involved in that. Some of them are retired but few 
like our Respected E.in.C. (TV) who looked HRD Matters of both zones are still here. The pain is so high that so 
many people were forced to change their native places and decided to stay in States of North East Zone like 
Tripura, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh etc. while they belong to West Bengal because there was no vacancy in East 
Zone to accommodate these employees. 
(2). The sensitive State of J & K has so many stations having very thin staff strength and are being run by the people 
of other states mainly from UP, Delhi which will be now in other zone i.e. North Central as proposed  in this order. 
The local staff strength is again very weak and they are mainly in Technician Cadres not in EA and SEA Cadres. 
Many of these stations are in Border Areas and close to LOC and cannot be left to run by local staff as it has many 
threats related to National Security.  

(3). The almost all one year and two year stations are in Rajasthan and J&K and when the order will be 
implemented the sub ordinate staff of other zones mainly from North Central zone will not be able to go on 

transfer to Rajasthan and J&K and without people from outside it is difficult to run these stations. I suggest a inter 
zonal transfer holiday from North Central Zone to North Zone atleast for ten years otherwise Managing these 
stations will be difficult.  
 I request your good office to review this order and form a task force who will carefully and consciously 
consider all aspects and fallouts of this order. This task force will also devise a action plan to implement this order.  
 
            Umesh Chandra,  
            President, ARTEE 

 

At present due to pressure from various sides there are no signs of any move to implement this 
order. We will oppose it as there is no concern given to issues related to Employee in the order. 
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Zone Bifurcation order issued by Prasar Bharati on 9th Nov 2012 
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Delay in conducting - SEA to AE Examination…. ARTEE raised the issue. 

We all are aware that till 2009 Examination for Promotion from SEA to AE are conducted every year on regular basis. 
But since 2010 when the exam was postponed no examination is conducted due to EA and SEA merger issue. It is 
surprising that the verdict of Hon’ble CAT Delhi in an OA 2940 filed by Praveen kumar and others put no  restriction for 

examination. As per various Courts and DOPT Guidelines the Amendments are always prospective and the vacancies 
are to be filled with the Rule of the year it belong. Since last three years there is no examination and whenever it will 
be it has to be as per existing rules. So many vacancies are laying vacant. Through a letter ARTEE President 

requested to conduct the examination without further delay. 
 

     Letter written to CEO, Prasar Bharati. 

ARTEE/02/01/2013                                          06.01.2013 
Sh.Jawhar Sircar, 

Chief Executive Officer,  
Prasar Bharati, PTI Building, 
New Delhi – 110001. 
 
Subject :  Request to conduct Departmental Examination for Promotion to the Post of AE without any further delay as 

no examination conducted after 2009. 

 
Respected Sir, 

                            With warm regards this is to inform you that Promotions from the post of SEA to AE are done on the 
basis of Deptt. Examination (75%) and o Sr.Cum.Fitness basis (25%) of the vacancies. I want to remind you that 
since last three years departmental Examination is not being conducted and as a result the vacancies of Assistant 
Engineers are laying vacant while department is facing acute shortage of Staff.  
Sir, the incumbent Engg.Asstts. of this department were working in the pre revised scale of Rs. 6500-10500. 
As a result of implementation of Deptt. Of Expenditure OM dated 13.11.2009  which clearly says that if a 
post in the pre revised scale of Rs. 7450-11500 exists, employees working in scale of 6500-10500 may be 
given Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 after merging them in 7450-11500. This O.M. is implemented and all incumbent 
EAs and SEAs were granted Grade Pay Rs. 4600. In fact financial merger of EAs and SEAs is done. 
In 2010 when Examination for the Deptt. Examination notified some of these EAs approached CAT Delhi 
through OA 2940 for allowing them to appear in Examination for the post of AE as they are having same 
G.P. which SEAs are having i.e. Rs. 4600. In this OA filed by Praveen Kumar and others , Hon’ble Court 
gave its verdict that without Amending RRs it is not possible and asked department to Amend RRs and 
than consider the claim of Applicant for appearing in Examination on the basis of vacancies available. 
Hon’ble CAT also said that in such case Law will take its own Course. In this OA clearly says that the Claim 
of Applicants can not override that RRs as per decision of Apex Court in Union of India v/s K.P.Joseph, 
1973(1) SCC 194. 
Sir It is indeed very disappointing that Management has tried to utilize this opportunity in downgrading all EAs and 
SEAs in Grade Pay 4200 with placing extra Amount in Personal Pay. The entire fiasco is in your complete 
knowledge and we are thankful that now Ministry of I & B has sent back the proposal to Prasar Bharati for 
reconsideration. Due to this exercise of EA and SEA Merger is taking unlimited time and how much more time it will 
take it is also can not be ascrtain. It is also very disappointing that some segments in Management are 
misinterpreting that Deptt. Examination for the Post of AEs can not be conducted without the Merger of EA and 
SEAs. 
Sir I want to mention that it is established by so many rulings of various courts that Any Amendment in Recruitment 
Rules can not be retrospective and it has to be implemented from the date Amendment takes place. Some of the 
court Rulings are mentioned below : 

COURT RULINGS ABOUT IMPLEMENTATION OF AMENDMENT IN RRs PROSPECTIVELY 

On 28.9.1983 KPSC invited applications for recruitment  of  Motor vehicle Inspectors ( MVI). The KPSC 
commenced the holding of interview in august. 1984 but the process of selection got delayed due to some litigation 
and stay orders granted  by the Karnatak hight Court  (KHC). Finally the selection  was completed  by 2nd  
june,1987 and result declared on 22.06.1987.The selected candidates were also given intimation of their selection . 
In the meanwhile the state GOVT.amended  the RR, by NOTIFICATON  dated 4 th may 1987, omitting the 
qualification of Dip. In Mech. Engg. For for the MVIs. Consequent to this amendment ,the Holder of Dip. in 
Automobile engg. Became exclusively eligibly for the post of MVI and the holder of Dip. In Mech. Engg. ceased to 
be eligible for  selection and appointment to the said post  
Thereupon, some of unsuccessful  candidates preferred application befor  CAT for quashing  the select List on the  
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ground that after  the amendment of rule in 1987 no person holding Dip. In Mech. Engg. was qualified for 
appointment to the said post and hence fresh selection should be made in accordance with the amended rules. The 
KAT allowed the application and quashed the Advt. issues for the post on 28.9.1983 as well as the select list and 
directed the KPSC to make fresh selection in accordance the with the amended rules.  
The matter came up before the SC in appeal ,and also means of of WP filed under Atr.32 by some of the 
selected candidates. Hon’ble Supreme Court set aside the order of the KAT and held “that the amending 

rule of 1987 did not  
 
contain any express provision giving the amendment retrospective effect nor there was anything therein 
showing the necessary intendment for enforcing the rule with retrospective effect.”  
There was also laid down by the Hon’ble Supreme Court earlier in Y.V.Rangaiah case (AIR 1983 SC 852) and 

A.A.  Calton case (AIR 1983 11453). the selection had validly been made in accordance with the unamended  
rule.( P.Mahendra  v.State of karnataka, AIR 1990 SC 405 Recruitment Rules cannot be amended 
retrospectively so as to affect or impair the vested rights employees 
It was so held in    T.R. kapur V. State of Haryana,AIR 1987 SC 415) and M.T.Puttalingappa V state of 
Karnataka,1996 AIR SCW 3127. 
However,a circular clarificatory in nature does not amount to amendment of the rules     (O.P.Lather v.Sathish 
kumar kakkar,(C.A. Nos.1012-1013 of 2001) decided by Hon’ble Supreme Court on 2.2.2001 Amendmend to 
RR- vacancies which occurred prior to the amended rules would be governed by old Rules and not by 
Amended rules  
                      “ Y.V. Rangaiah  v. J.sreenivasa Rao, AIR 1983 SC 852” 
                      “ Bevin Katti       v. KPSC   , AIR 1983 SCR 239” 
                       “ Ramehs kumar Choudha V. State of M.P.91996 ) 7 SCALE 619”  

It is very much clear that the vacancies are to be filled by the Rule of that year which vacancies belongs to. In such 
case that vacancies of previous years since that exam is not conducted are to be filled up with existing Rule. It is 
pertinent to mention that so many of Asstt. Engrs. are laying vacant due to not conducting the examination. It is 
highly unjustifiable and injustice with the aspirants waiting to appear in Examination and Exam is not being 
conducted since last three years.  
It is highly requested that process of conducting examination should be initiated and the examination should be 
conducted without any further delay.     Thanking You, 

    Yours faithfully,  UMESH CHANDRA,   President,  ARTEE,  09871765714 

                umsharma01@yahoo.com 
Enclosed Copy of verdict of OA 2940 by Praveen Kr. And Others 

News in brief 
 

() Sh. Ashwini Dagar, Secy.(SEA/EA) submitted his Resignation through email on 15/12/2012. President 

accepted his Resignation and Instructed Sh. Rajesh Kr. Gautam, Nominated Member in Central Office to 

look after the duties of the post of Secy.(SEA/EA) for the remaining period till new  CWC is formed.  

() DD News has been declared as a separate office from DDK Delhi. upto now the Staff was common for 

both the offices but now staff is bifurcated. DD News will have an independent setup.  

() ARTEE reacted to the recent unfortunate incident of suspension of some of the Technical Staff who 

were engaged in OB Coverage. As all around pressure against injustice the suspension orders are on hold. 

The incident was covered by Print Media also.  

() ARTEE President, VP(TV) and AGS(TV) North Zone are joined back to Headquarter after completion 

of their tenure. It will give strength to the organization and Presence of more office bearers will help in 

taking up more issues. It Proved in recent episode of EA and SEA Merger, Recognition and Other related 

issues. 

() EA(5K) Gwalior Case listed in Hon’ble Supreme Court on 15th Jan 2013 for final disposal. We regret 

the delay and once again appeal all the Members, pl. consult ARTEE Central office before approaching 

Court of law Individually on any issue as it delays the cause nothing else. 

() PATNA ACP Verdict , three Contempt petitions are filed in Hon’ble High Court of Patna. We are 

keenly watching the Proceeding and wish for a Positive Outcome.  

() There is a spree of Consultants in PB, AIR and DD. It will adversely affect the Moral of Regular Staff. 

This is also an effort to introduce Out Sourcing at various levels  from backdoor taking advantage of 

Recognition Process. It will hamper our interests in long term also. 
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Recognition Top Most Priority – Persuasion Continue …... Update on Recognition 
 
Recognition undoubtedly is the top most priority for all of us. As informed Hon’ble CAT in its verdict asked Prasar 
Bharat to complete the Recognition Process in four  months i.e. upto 30

th
 Jun 2012. When this time expired on the 

request of Prasar Bharati, Court granted two months time more i.e. upto Aug 2012. When even this period expired and 

PB again asked Court to grant more time. Court asked PB to file an MA (Misc.A ppication) requesting more time. 
Despite stiff resistance from our Advocate Court granted time upto 30

th
 Nov 2012. Now even this time expired. PB or 

Ministry of I & B has no excuse but to increase pressure we have to file contempt petition.  

We have tried our best to pursue the case through all possible means. On hectic persuasion the matter is sent by 
Prasar Bharati to Ministry of I & B after scrutiny where the matter is being pursued now. Undersigned and VP(TV) 
Along with AGS(TV) NZ visiting Ministry of I & B, (BA-P Section where the matter is being dealt)) since last three days 

where we found the progress of the case discouraging. At one point of time during last month we sensed that 
Recognition may be granted in coming few weeks. Now the mood in Management is clearly to delay it on one pretext 
or the other. I am of the opinion that we should have filed Contempt Petition way back in the Month of July 2012 when 

the four months time demanded by Govt. and Prasar Bharati expired on 30
th

 June 2012. Since such decisions are 
always taken collectively so after discussing with other Applicants , we have decided to file Contempt Petition in 
Recognition to increase pressure and on Management. Necessary steps are being taken.           

                 Umesh Chandra  

16.01.2013                      President, ARTEE 

                  
RESOLUTION FOR FILING CONTEMPT PETITION 

ARTEE/GS/Recogn/Court Case/2011/Resolution       Date : 14.01.2013 

 
It is resolved in a Meeting of Central Executive of this Association held on 09.01.2013 that Sh. Umesh Chandra, President of 
this Association and working as Sr.Engg.Asstt. DDK Delhi will file a contempt petition on behalf of ARTEE in Priciple Bench 
CAT Delhi in the matter of Recognition of Associations in AIR & DD. 

         Anilkumar S., Gen.Secy., ARTEE, 9818759192 

 
ARTEE DEMANDS TRANSFER OF IT’S GEN.SECY. Sh.ANILKUMAR S. 

 
As per resolution passed by CWC of ARTEE President wrote letter to Sh.Jawhar Sircar, CEO, Prasar Bharati  for 

transferring Sh. Anilkumar S., Gen.Secy., ARTEE. 

ARTEE/341/12/2012       20.12.2012 
Sh. Jawhar Sircar, 
Chief  Executive Officer,  

Prasar Bharati, 
PTI Building,  
New Delhi-110001 

 
Subject : Information about Resolution Passed by CWC of this Association for transferring Sh. Anilkumar  S., 
Gen.Secy. of this Association to AIR NBH Delhi from AIR Reewa (Madhya Pradesh).  

 
Respected Sir, 
With ward regards I want to inform you about a unanimous Resolution Adapted by recently concluded CWC of this Association 

about the subject stated above. 
CWC of ARTEE unanimously resolved that Sh. Anilkumar S., Gen.Secy. of this Organization should be transferred 
from AIR Reeva (Madhya Pradesh) to AIR BH Delhi as we have already qualified to be a Recognised Association as 

per CCS(RSA) Rules.  
Sir I want to inform you that Recognition Process as per CCS(RSA) Rules is in advance stage and it is only a matter of time 
that the process will  be completed.  Prasar Bharati has already shortlisted the Associations who are eligible for Recognition 

after fulfilling requisite criteria. Among these Associations ARTEE has emerged the largest Association of this department. As 
per byelaws of this Association our Gen.Secy. is CEO of the Organization and as per CCS(RSA) Rules entitled to be in 
Headquarter.  

An early action in this reference is requested.    
Thanking you,  

          Yours faithfully,   

          Umesh Chandra, 
          President, ARTEE,09871765714 

          

The Salary of Head Clerks/Accountants & Stenographers is being fixed by giving them benefit of bunching to the staff. 

ARTEE raised the demand to extend the benefit to Sr.Tech. working in the same pre revised scale of Rs. 5000-8000. 
The Matter is being pursued in Prasar Bharati.  
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Letter written to CEO, Prasar Bharati about Bunching Benefits to Sr.Technicians working in Pre 

revised scale of Rs.5000-8000. 

ARTEE/311/11/2012          26.11.2012 
 Sh. Jawhar Sircar, 

 Chief Executive Officer, 
 Prasar Bharati, PTI Building, 
 New Delhi – 110001 
 
Subject : Request to stop discrimination being done by DG AIR & DG DD with Sr.Technicians working in the 
Pay Scale of Rs. 5000-8000 in fixation Pay Fixation. 
  
Respected Sir, 
With most affectionate regards I want to draw your attention towards an issue pertaining to Fixation of Pay for 
Employees working in the scale of Rs. 5000-8000 (Rs. 4200 Grade Pay). 
The fixation of 6th CPC i.r.o. Smt R. Radha, Steno, All India Radio, New Delhi which pay scale is Rs 5000-8000 in 
pre revised scale, if it is done then similarly our Sr Tech case has been treated similarly as per Order A-
26022/02/2012-SII dated 3.10.2012 of Steno Gr II/Head Clerk. 
The fixation of Pay of incumbents of pre revised scale of Rs. 5000-8000 was being fixed by not following the fitment 
tables. In Oct 2012 issue of Swamynews Monthly newsletter the Minutes of Meeting with staffside on Page 2 
Agenda 8.1 Items 1,2,3 & 4 it is clearly mentioned that Fitment tables are part of 6th CPC Recommendations.  
I am reproducing the Para Below : 
On this item , the staff side reiterated their demand that the Pay of the incumbents holding the pre revised 
Pay Scale of Rs. 5000-8000 and Rs. 5500-9000 should have been fixed applying the multiplying factor of 
1.86  at Rs 6500 with effect from 1-1-2006 implying thereby that the commencement point of the Pay Band-2 
should be at Rs. 12090 based on Rs. 6500x1.86=12090 instead of Rs, 9300 computed by multiplying Rs. 
5000 by 1.86. The Official Side Maintained that the Fitment tables are as much a part of the Sixth CPC report 
as in the narrative portion and hence the recommendations of the Sixth CPC have to be read in conjunction 
with the fitment tables. 
The DG AIR and DG DD has done a good job and the Pay for Head Clerks, Accountants and Stenographers is 
being done by applying the same principle. The example of fixation Smt R. Radha, Steno, All India Radio, New 
Delhi which pay scale is Rs 5000-8000 in pre revised scale Order A-26022/02/2012-SII dated 3.10.2012 of Steno 
Gr II/Head Clerk is given below : 
01. Existing Scale of Pay         : Rs. 5000-8000/= 
02. Pay Band applicable        : Rs. 9300-34800/= 
03. Upgraded to the scale of pay as per Section II Part B    : Rs. 6500-10500/= 
04. Existing basic Pay as on 01.01.2006      : Rs. 6050 

(150 x 7 = 1050 + 5000 = 6050 in pre revised scale 5000-8000 ) 
05. Pay after multiplication by a factor of 1.86     : Rs. 11253 Say Rs 11260/= 
06. Pay in the pre revised upgraded scale i.e. 6500-10500 after benefit of bunching : 6900/= 
( 3:1 bunching increment for 7 increment i.e. 2 increment in pre revised upgraded scale 6500-10500 @ 200/= x 2 = 
400 + 6500 + 6900/=) 
07. Pay in the pay band Rs. 9300-34800      : Rs. 12840/= ( 6900 x 1.86) 
08. Grade Pay attached : Rs. 4200/= 
09. Revised basic Pay total of pay in the pay band and grade pay w.e.f. 1.1.2006 : Rs. 17040/= 
Similarly the following pay has been fixed for pre revised scale 5000-150-8000 i.r.o. Sr Tech as per Gazette 
Notification Section II Part B illustration 4A with grade pay 4200/=. You are most politely requested to extend the 
Same benefit of Pay Fixation to the Sr.Tech working in the pre revised scale of Rs 5000-9000 so that justice can be 
done. Thanking You,      Yours faithfully,    
            
                    Umesh Chandra, 

          President,ARTEE,098717675714,  
                        umsharma01@yahoo.com 
cc for information to :  [1]. Sh. L.D.Mandloi, DG AIR  
    [2]. Sh. Tripurari Sharan, DG DD 
    [3]. Sh. V.K.Singla, E.in.C., AIR 
    [4]. Sh. R.K.Sinha, E.in.C, DD 
    [5]. Office Copy. 
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We have served reminder also for Bunching Benefit 
ARTEE/03/01/2013                         07.01.2013 

  Sh. Jawhar Sircar, Chief Executive Officer, 
  Prasar Bharati, PTI Building, 
  New Delhi – 110001. 
 
Subject : Reminder for Request to stop discrimination being done by DG AIR & DG DD with Engg. Employees working 

in Pre revised Pay Scale of Rs 5000-8000 in Pay Fixation (denying Bunching benefit regarding).  
Ref : ARTEE/311/11/2012 dated 26.11.2012 about Request to stop discrimination being done by DG AIR & DG DD 

with Sr.Technicians working in the Pay Scale of Rs. 5000-9000 in fixation Pay Fixation. 
 
Respected Sir, 
                              With warm regards this is continuation of our letter ARTEE/311/11/2012 dated 26.11.2012 about  the subject 
stated above. Through the letter I requested your good office that similar benefit is extended to some of the cate gories while 
same is being denied to some.  

The thousands of employees falling in the criteria are looking towards your high office with hope for prompt and  positive ac tion. 
Pl. note that even after passing one and half month no action is taken to remove the discrimination. It is also very 
disappointing that we have to plead for getting benefit of such orders which are being issued in continuation of 6

th
 

CPC recommendations and are being implemented in all other departments naturally.  
In my letter I clearly describe the procedure for fixation for granting benefit of bunching which is well supported by Govt. orders 
and provisions. The same is being done for some of staff by pick and choose method which is not good for cordial atmosphere 

of our offices. 
The fixation of 6th CPC i.r.o. Smt R. Radha, Steno, All India Radio, New Delhi which pay scale is Rs 5000 -8000 in pre revised 
scale, if it is done then similarly our Sr Tech case has been treated similarly as per Order A -26022/02/2012-SII dated 3.10.2012 

of Steno Gr II/Head Clerk. I want to inform you that same benefit is given to similarly place staff of Head 
Clerks/Stenographers/Accountants in Doordarshan also. It is beyond proportion that  why the sub ordinate engg. Staff is being 
denied for the benefit. 

The benefit is granted after discussion in JCM Meeting with Staff representatives. I once again reproduce the para of the 
minutes of JCM Meeting.  
On this item , the staff side reiterated their demand that the Pay of the incumbents holding the pre revised Pay Scale 

of Rs.  5000-8000 and Rs. 5500-9000 should have been fixed applying the multiplying factor of 1.86  at Rs 6500 with 
effect from 1-1-2006 implying thereby that the commencement point of the Pay Band-2 should be at Rs. 12090 based 
on Rs. 6500x1.86=12090 instead of Rs, 9300 computed by multiplying Rs. 5000 by 1.86. The Official Side Maintained 

that the Fitment tables are as much a part of the Sixth CPC report as in the narrative portion and hence the 
recommendations of the Sixth CPC have to be read in conjunction with the fitment tables.  
Similarly the following pay has been fixed for pre revised scale 5000-150-8000 i.r.o. Sub Ordinate Engg. Employees like 

Engg.Asstts and Sr Technicians as per Gazette Notification Section II Part B illustration 4A with grade pay 4200/=. You are 
most politely requested to extend the Same benefit of Pay Fixation to the Sr.Tech working in the pre revised scale of Rs 5000 -
8000 so that justice can be done.       Thanking You, Yours faithfully,  

Umesh Chandra, President, ARTEE, 
         098717675714, umsharma01@yahoo.com 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------0-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As our Members are aware that Prasar Bharati is going to do fresh Recruitments. ARTEE demands that 
Existing Employees who are striving for promotions from decade must be given preference in these 

Recruitments. Through a letter to CEO, Prasar Bharati, President ARTEE raised this and other 
Contemporary issues 

 
ARTEE/310/11/2012                                     26.11.2012 

 Sh. Jawhar Sircar, 

 Chief Executive Officer, 
 Prasar Bharati, PTI Building, 
 New Delhi – 110001 
 
Respected Sir, 
With most affectionate regards I want to draw your attention towards some employee related issues which are 
needed immediate Attention from your side. 
[1]. Preference to Existing Eligible Departmental Candidates in Fresh Recruitments : 

 
From core of my heart I convey my since thanks on behalf of so many of us for your initiative towards fresh  
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requirements. It is indeed much awaited step which we have been demanding since a long time. In this reference I  
wish to convey that the situation for promotions is very pathetic in our department and so many eligible candidates 
waiting for decades for promotions. After serving for decades in the department there is no respite visible in future.   
I request your good office for giving Preference to Eligible Departmental Candidates in this fresh 
recruitment and if required some criteria like Age limit etc may be relaxed. 

 
[2]. Fixation of Pension stopped in PAO Kolkata and Guwahati :  

Some time back there was a confusion about the MACP granted by DG AIR with approval of Prasar Bharati. The 
grant of MACP was legitimate since we have been declared Govt. Employees working in Prasar Bharati on 
deemed deputation and the benefit of 6th CPC also granted to us on the same grounds. There are segments 

within the department which were not granted the benefit of so called upgraded scales. These elements have some 
of their favorites working in the hierarchy and these elements often try to create problems for whatever granted to 
us.The issue of MACP is raised by these elements. 
Due to this fiasco the Pay and Account Office Kolkata and Guwahati stopped the fixation of Pensions and Payment 
of Retirement benefits to the employees who are retiring in East and North Eastern Zones while no communication 
has been sent to stop this. As a result the employees who gave worked for decades are running pole to pillar to get 
their Pension Fixed which is highly discriminating and unjustified.  
You are requested to convey not to stop the fixation of Pension and clear the doubts whatsoever may be 
about grant of MACP. 
 
[3]. Vacant staff Quarters of AIR & DD colonies, Audit Objections regarding :  

As we all are aware that due to Retirements and staff shortage so many of the quarters in AIR and DD are laying 
vacant through out the country and it is inviting Audit Objections. Even in Delhi so many quarters are vacant in 
Metro Project in Kingsway Camp. 
The issue came up for discussion during meetings with previous CEO and PB Management earlier.  
Sir Staff come to join Delhi or in Other Metros face problems of immediate accommodation as getting it immediately 
is a herculean task on Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Guwahati  and in other busy cities. 
It will be a big relief for them if we can do something in this direction.   
I  suggest that around 20 type I quarters which has no takers due to eligibility criteria ,  may be converted 
into a Transit Hostel (with dining facility if possible) where an employee can stay when transferred to these 
cities for some time like 30 days or more and when he is allotted an accommodation he will shift from 
there. 
We also suggested that lot of our staff goes on LTC or on official tours in various places and face problems 
of hotels during tourist seasons. Some of the type One quarters in Metro Cities may be converted in Guest 
Houses with cooking facility etc. 
Both of the above said measures will certainly discourage Audit Objections and will help our Employees.  
 
[4]. Categorization of Stations : Sir AIR & DD has three types of stations : 

 A -- 4 Yrs Tenure Stations (Normal Stations) 
 B – 2 Yrs. Tenure Stations (Partially difficult Stations) 
 C – 1 Yrs Tenure Stations (Most Difficult Stations) 
 
On our request and persuasion a Review exercise was done for Re categorize the stations. But unfortunately this 
exercise could not produce the expected yields. At present some of the stations fail to justify the status granted to 
them while on the other side some of the stations which deserve to be most difficult are yet two yrs tenure stations. 
Some of the Areas are even cut off from main land for days together. Some of the stations in Naxalite Effected 
Areas are also needed to be reviewed. 
 
Most politely You are requested to re constitute the committee to review the Categorization of Stations. 
Sir, these issues require immediate intervention and actions from Prasar Bharati. You are requested to issue 
instructions to the concerned officers to look into the matters.              

Thanking You, 
Yours faithfully, 

                      
Umesh Chandra, 

           President, ARTEE, 
                        0-98717675714, umsharma01@yahoo.com 
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Minutes of the CWC meeting of ARTEE held from 25
th

 to 27
th

 July 2012 at Delhi  
           By Anilkumar S., Gen.Secy. 

Meeting of the Central Working Committee held on 25, 26 & 27 July 2012 at Delhi discussed the agenda points 

circulated earlier in detail. Since the CWC members working in DDK & AIR Delhi were busy with live coverage of oath 
taking ceremony of His Excellency the President of India, the meeting could begin only at 15:30 Hrs.  

   

Meeting started with two minutes silence to pay homage to the members who lost their lives since we held our 
last CWC.  

 

Shri. Umesh Chandra, President ARTEE while welcoming the members pointed out the hectic activities, turmoil 
and various developments during the last one year. He spoke about the meeting in Ministry on 28th July 2011, after the 
three days relay hunger strike of SSS and subsequent events in August & September 2011 after Prasar Bharati’s order 

on Associations.  He stressed that members should understand the importance of a strong employee plat form and the 
consequences of the absence of such a platform. He called upon the members to avoid cadre -wise differences, remain 
united, while concentrating more on cadre related issues and not merely on transfers , trust the leadership and 

cautiously interpret the issues before taking them up, and learn to work with persons having difference of opinion etc. for 
a better future. He informed the house that while our Association is totally focused on Recognition process, the 
management is making efforts to cause maximum harm to our cadres through various steps like merger of EA&SEA as 

JE with GP of Rs.4200/- to overcome verdicts of Hon'ble Courts in Patna (ACP), One Cadre One Pay, MACP etc. He 
pointed out that though we have got the MACP with the efforts of Association, some efforts were also made to harm our 
interests but we succeeded in overcoming that. He cautioned the members on the individuals who became experts in 

stopping the promotions such as SEA to AE and AE to ASE through filing Court Cases. 
 
He expressed gratitude on behalf of the house to the matchless efforts of Shri. Ashok Gupta, former Organising 

Secretary, Delhi State, who even after retirement from service worked sincerely for the Association and extend ed full 
support throughout the organising of this CWC meeting. The services of Shri. T.V. Reghunathan (Jt.Secy, Tech/Sr 
Tech- SZ) who retired recently from service were also remembered.  CWC extended its gratitude with thumping 

applause to both of them for their services. 
 
 Shri Anilkumar S, General Secretary in his annual report  came out  with an account on the developments during 

last one year (after the last meeting of the CWC). He informed that the Central office is making all out efforts for the 
completion of recognition process at the earliest. He informed the house that as per our observation we have got a very 
good response from our members in the deduction of subscription towards the association but the reports from some 

DDO/HOO are still pending causing delay in the process. Further, the stations are not intimating PB on the details of 
total numbers of employees in the category defined for this purpose, without which they cannot calculate the percentage 
of representation as envisaged in the CCS (RSA) Rules 1993. He informed the house that even though the date granted 

by Hon'ble CAT Delhi for completion of the process was 29th June 2012, the department has already sought two 
months extension from the Hon'ble Court and the new time limit is 31st August 2012. He called upon members of the 
CWC to coordinate with the Unit secretaries & DMC Coordinators to ensure that the requisite information reaches from 

the DDO/HOO to PB Secretariat at the earliest. 
 
He informed that the introduction and details on the agenda points are given in his report for which CWC has to 

take decision on further organisational and legal steps, to ensure due benefits to our members and cadres on all issues 
related to them. He stressed the need of the hour to ensure the unity of employe es of AIR & DD in general and unity of 
members of the Association in particular for the wider interest of our cadres.   

 
The balance sheet for the financial year 2011-2012 was provided to all members in the CWC meeting. The Balance 
sheet shows the expenditure of Rs. 7,54,662/ - with the total assets of Rs.32,82,820.67. The balance sheet will be 

published on our website as well as in the next issue of FILAMENT. It was pointed by the VP(NZ) who was the 
Convener of the Delhi State Convention that the balance sheet is showing a payment of Rs.35000/- towards the Delhi 
state convention whereas this amount had been collected by members for funding of convention against advertisement, 

but the cheques issued in favour of ARTEE were deposited in ARTEE’s HQ account, as there was no separate account  
for Convention committee. He requested for appropriate amendments. It was decided that a footnote will be given in the 
balance sheet, under the signature of President, GS and Treasurer in this regard.  

Thereafter the Zonal VPs presented the report of their zone for the last one year. 
Shri Bhaskar Basu, VP(EZ) informed that the zonal committee organised two meetings at Kolkata and  

Ranchi to collect the authorisation forms from members, which were grand success as they could collect a good 

numbers of forms in one go. Thereafter they followed it up with units to ensure the deduction of subscription towards 
ARTEE. He informed the house that the deduction of subscription is pending only from four stations after the payment of 
salary for the month of June and expecting the remaining stations to start deduction from the salary of July. He pointed 

out that the strong reluctance of the HOO, DMC Burdhman for deduction could be won over after the meeting of DMC  
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Burdhman which was attended by more than 40 members from the LPTVs under the DMC, followed by a request to the 
HOO for necessary action. He informed that the zonal committee made its maximum efforts for political campaigning for 
the recognition matter and he appreciated all State secretaries for their efforts and the incomparable efforts of Shri. 

B.B.Das, State Secretary, Odisha in this matter. He pointed out that most of the stations especially DMCs are facing 
acute shortage of funds for clearing bills related to the welfare of employees.  

 

Shri. Sanjay Acharjee, VP(NEZ) informed the house that 95% stations have completed sending the report of 
deduction of subscription to PB Secretariat and they are following up the matter with the remaining stations. He 
expressed his gratitude to all state secretaries in general & the State Secretary of Meghalaya in particular and Shri Dip 

Bordoloi, AGS for their tireless efforts in this regard. He called upon the members to keep faith on the leadership and 
requested the leadership for collective efforts for unity and keeping the ARTEE flag high in the sky. 

 

Shri. M.P.Choudhary, VP(NZ)   pointed out that there’s a totally different situation between previous and present 
meetings of CWC. He pointed out that the Central office should have reacted through legal option earlier when the 
Ministry issued letters to the District Magistrates and the situation might have been different. He opined that the verdict 

of Hon’ble High Court Delhi shows that taking up of transfer cases in the Petition weakened the legal  support  and 
Management was successful in diverting the issue from Recognition to Transfers of office bearers. The issue of 
transfers should have been dealt separately. The confusion on collecting authorization forms, which was also directed 

only in the last week, put some t rouble but NZ managed to get about 1600 members due to the hard work of zonal 
committee and state secretaries. The grievances of AE members regarding recommendation of their down gradation in 
cadre review should be clarified and they should be taken into confidence. He stated that the Zonal committee is making 

efforts to resolve issues like timely clearance of MACP, transfers etc. He called upon all to be united and concentrate on 
the work of recognition of Association.  

 

Shri. M. Sheshagiri, VP(SZ) in his report stated that the zonal committee has been following up the matter of 
recognition with all State Secretaries and Unit Secretaries. He said, so far 95% of stations have completed formalities 
and following it up with the remaining stations. He appreciated the State Secretaries  of the zone for their efforts in this 

regard. He opined that the zone is facing direct attack from the management; the latest example was the victimization of 
employees through unprecedented mass transfer orders issued on 28/3/2012. He informed the house that some of the 
cases were settled on medical grounds, and expressed gratitude to Central Office for the support in keeping the transfer 

order in abeyance and then in getting it modified. He added that the PAO, Chennai issued orders beyond its jurisdiction 
by denying MACP on the basis of an RTI reply, which the zonal office fought out with the help of Central office.  
Thereafter the Inspector of Accounts from the O/O DG:AIR also issued confusing orders to AIR statio ns in the zone to 

stop MACP benefits and make the recoveries, which were also stopped by taking up the matter with Prasar Bharat i. He 
highlighted the pathetic condition of the damaged residential buildings (Staff quarters) at Port Blair and requested to 
take it up with authorities for repair/ reconstruction. Issue of the building of LPTV Koppam was also brought to the notice 

of the house. He informed the house that the en-masse relieving of staff from DDK Trivandrum was stopped due to the 
combined efforts of the Unit, Zonal & Central Committees. He stated that the Zonal committee has achieved a lot of 
things inspite of the opposition from some corners and called upon everybody for the unity.  

 
Shri. Yashwant Tahsildar, VP (WZ), while addressing the house, informed that the WZ committee is most 

affected zonal committee as most of their office bearers were transferred out in September 2011 and even relieved form 

duties while on official tours. They have accepted the transfers even though they were not the seniors and made 
maximum efforts for political campaigning in Mumbai, Nagpur and other places inspite of all difficulties. He informed that 
the hectic efforts have ensured submission of more than 1600 authorisation forms from the zone. He informed the 

house that the proposal for the amendments in the constitution in the light of the CCS(RSA) rules were submitted in 
time to the Central Office. He clarified that proposal for the inclusion of election matter in agenda points was in the light  
of conditions of CCS(RSA) rules which stipulates that the maximum period for extension is only 3 months. He also 

called for unity and expectation that the CWC meeting will be a grand success. 
 

5. Organizational Matters: 

i. Present Status of Check off system as per RSA Act 1993  
General Secretary requested the house to go through the GS report in which an int roduction to every agenda point  has 
been given for the benefit of the CWC members. He pointed out that a detailed report on the history of CCS(RSA) Rules 

1993, obstacles from time to time, decision of the Hon'ble Court and the actions taken by the Ministry of I&B and  Prasar 
Bharati has been provided in detail in the report. 
 

House discussed the issue in detail and observed that the technical delay from the side of the management  on various 
excuses has been used as a tool to attack the employees’ movement in the organisation. It is also observed that the 
matter is progressing at a good pace as compared to the time taken in other departments. All Zonal VPs reported about  

the progress in their respective zones as mentioned in their report. A good number of state secretaries also participated 
actively in the discussions. 
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It is decided unanimously to extend renewed focus towards the completion of recognition process at the 
earliest, with a united face of ARTEE. It is also decided to continue the political campaign in the constituencies 
of Hon'ble MPs since Hon'ble Minister has assured in the Parliament in December 2011 that the Ministry is 

ready to accord recognition, if the Associations complete the formalities. It is decided that one common format 
will be made available on the website so that the office bearers/ members can approach the Hon'ble MPs with 
that letter.  

 
ii. System of Distribution of subscription amount amongst committees at various levels. 
Presently, for the day -to-day activities we are basically depending upon the interest/dividend from our fixed deposits and 

this comes about Rs. 1 Lakh, whereas the expenditure is 4-5 lakh. We are managing the deficit from the contri butions 
from our members and contributions from National Convention (Rs2.15 Lakhs received from Parbhani & Rs. 6 Lakhs 
from Thiruvananthapuram) committee etc. Due to this, the funds have been restricted as Rs.5000/ - to Zonal offices and 

Rs.1000/- to State Committees whereas the Unit share from LM fee was done away with way back in the year 2000.  
There is no financial support provided to the DMC Coordinator. It is a fact that all committees need financial support for 
the smooth functioning in the era of competition and communication revolution.  

 
In the light  of the annual/ monthly  subscription from the members, it is time to allocate funds for various committees to 
further strengthen their activities. This has to be exercised by keeping in mind that the major  expenditures like 

publication of Filament, dealing with court cases, expenditure of meetings of CWC, CC meetings, agitat ional 
programmes, maintaining of website etc are to be shouldered by Central Office. So a balancing of fund as per the 
workload is necessary. 

 
Accordingly the following structure of distribution on the basis of the percentage of the deduction of subscription from 
the members was proposed: 

 
Central Committee:   70% 
Zonal Committee:  10% 

State Committee:   10% 
DMC Coordinator:  10% 
After detailed discussions on the functioning and workload of various committees, the following decisions were taken by 

the CWC: 
1. The DMC Committee will be replaced by Area Committee comprising of present DMC Committee along with AIR 

stations with less than 20 members and situated under the geographical area of the DMC.  

2. The major units of AIR & DD which are not covered by Area Coordinator also need to undertake lot of activities, hence 
these units also be given the share.  

3. After detailed discussion it was decided to distribute the amount of subscription, to be deducted from 

members, to the various committees with the following system with the condition that the respective 
committees will get the reimbursement of bills within the limit mentioned below, on raising bills of their 
expenditure. It is decided that, the amount, if not claimed through bills within the Financial year, will be 

considered as lapsed and will be considered as part of the account of Central Office. This system wil l be 
followed on experimental basis which can be reviewed in next CWC/ National Convention. 
 

Central Committee:  55% 
Zonal Committee:  15%  of total amount of subscription which will be distributed equally @  
     3% to each zone 

 
 
State Committee:  15% of the subscription deducted from the members belongs to that State 

Area Coordinator:   15% of the subscription deducted from the members of the units coming  
     under the Area Committee 
AIR or DD units (not covered by Area Coordinator):  15% of the subscription deducted from the   

        members of the unit.    
iii. Functioning of Association as per CCS (RSA) Rules 
 

GS informed the house that the Central Office has given a call to Unit Secretaries some time back to ensure proper 
functioning of the Units as per the Constitution of the Associat ion. We have advised the following matters in the call:  
 

1. Section 6(i)(a) states that Unit Secretary, Asst Unit Secretary and Unit Treasurer shall be elected for a term of two years  
or till the new ones are elected, whichever is earlier.  

2. 6(i)(b) says that No member can hold the same post for more than two successive terms  

3. Section 6(iv): Unit Secretary shall convene meetings of the units at least once in a month.  
4. Section 6(vi): He/She shall communicate the proceedings of the units to the State Committee.  
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Accordingly all unit secretaries were advised to ensure compliance of the above said sections and send regular and 
timely report to the State Secretary.  
 

We advised the State Secretaries to furnish monthly report of the activities of the units in the s tate to General Secretary, 
with a copy to the Zonal Vice President. 
 

All DMC coordinators were also advised to maintain proper coordination of the units under the DMC and report the 
activities to the respective State Secretary, with copies to Zonal Vice President & General Secretary.  
 

Now in the light of the CCS(RSA) Rules we have to follow some of the Dos & Don’ts to maintain the recognition of 
Association. The conditions as per Section 6 of the CCS (RSA) Rules are:  
Every Service Association recognized under these Rules shall comply with the following conditions, namely: - 

 
a. The Service Association shall not send any representation or deputation except in connection with a matter which is of 

common interest to members of the Service Association.  

b. The Service Association shall not espouse or support the cause of individual Government Servants relating to service 
matters; 

c. The Service Association shall not maintain any political fund or lend itself to the propagation of the views of any 

political party or a member of such party; 
d. All representations by the Service Association shall be submitted through proper channel and shall be addressed to the 

Secretary to the Government/Head of the Orgnisation or Head of the Department or office;  

e. A list of members and office bearers and up-to-date copy of the rules and an audited statement of accounts of the 
Service Association shall be furnished to the Government annually through proper channel after the general annual 
meeting so as to reach the Government before the 1

st
 day of July each year. 

f. The Service Association shall abide by, and comply with all the provisions of its constitution/by -laws; 
g. Any amendment in the constitution/by-laws of the Service Associations, after its recognition under these Rules, shall 

be made only with the prior approval of the Government; 

h. The Service Association shall not start or publish any periodical, magazine or bulletin without the previous approval of 
the Government; 

i. The Service Association shall cease to publish any periodical, magazine or bullet in, if directed by the Government to 

do so, on the ground that the publication thereof is pre-judicial to the interests of the Central Government, the 
Government of any State or any Government authority, or to good relations between the Government of India and the 
Government of a foreign state; 

j. The Service Association shall not address any communication to, or enter into correspondence with, a foreign authority 
except through the Government which shall have the right to withhold it;  

k. The Service Association shall not do any act or assist in the doing of any act which, if done by a Government servant, 

would contravene any or the provisions of the Central Civil Services (Conduct) Rules, 1964; and  
l. Communications addressed by the Service Association or by any office-bearer on its behalf to the Government or a 

Government authority shall not contain any disrespectful or improper language.  

 
It is decided to take steps to ensure that all committees are following the Dos & Don’ts as per CCS(RSA) Rules 
1993. 

 
** Meanwhile some of the members pointed out some incidents from members/office bearers which may be 

considered as act of indiscipline and they demanded necessary action on such activities. The South Zone Committee 

pointed out that two members from Karnataka wrote letters making wild and unsubstantiated allegations against 

many Central and South Zone office bearers. After reading a letter in the house they demanded action against these 

members. President and VP(TV) also pointed out one incident in Delhi and demanded the disciplinary action. While 
the house did not appreciate such incidents, it was felt that need of the hour is to put up a united face in view of the 

ongoing issues related to recognition and hardships being faced by the common members. CWC authorized the 

President to issue warning letters to the individuals concerned in those three incidents. ** 

 
During discussions SZ committee members protested on the comments of the State Secretary (Kerala) that present 

South Zone office bearers got elected through unfair means and demanded a reply  
from General Secretary. GS informed that he had received a copy of the complaint letter, addressed to the President  
with copy to RO & GS in this regard right after the election from the losing candidates in the posts of VP (S Z) & 

AGS(TV) with details of some disputed members. He informed that he advised the complainants not to pursue the 
complaint "in the interests of ARTEE". Accordingly no action was taken on this complaint. GS informed that now also he 
is informing about it only after he is asked to reply. VP(SZ) deeply regretted this and told GS that a full 18 months have 

passed since the election, one CWC and two CC meetings have taken place during the period, but never was this issue 
raised by any party nor did the GS ever disclosed the existence of such a letter. He wondered why its existence is being 
disclosed now. If the GS had taken VP(SZ) into confidence and  informed him about it then itself, SZ committee would 

have made an attempt to ascertain the truth immediately and a lot of misconceptions could have been removed. By not 
informing, GS has given scope for whispering, vicious mud-slinging and non-cooperation by interested quarters. VP(SZ)  
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and other SZ committee members vociferously demanded an impartial enquiry into the allegations so that all facts can 
emerge. GS informed that now there is no scope for such an issue since as per the RSA Rules the person will become 
member of the Association only after deduction of his subscription from the salary. Then only he wil l have the voting 

rights. 
 
When the President informed the house that he does not have the password of the website, it is decided that the 

website administrator will give the password to President and when it was discussed on the lack of coordination in 
website uploading, GS offered that in future the materials from GS, for uploading will be mailed to President who, being 
the publisher, in turn can direct the website administrator to upload the same.  

 
Some of the members asked about the decision of the last  CWC in which it was decided to take the details of accounts 
from former VP (SZ) and documents including counterfoils from the former VP (EZ). It was informed by the GS that a 

statement of Accounts through email was received from former VP(SZ) (as the communications were through email) 
and he was also advised to send a signed statement; No such information has been received from the former VP(EZ). It 
is decided to remind both of them on this matter. 

 
VP(SZ) pointed out the sufferingss of Shri. S.S.Jaffania,  AGS(TV), SZ, who is relieved from DDK Hyderabad in 
September 2011 along with other office bearers of Central, WZ & NEZ committees and could not join due to the 

reluctance of CE(SZ) in granting the change of posting. It was also pointed that Smt. Ashalatha, his wife, an SEA and a 
committed worker of the Association, has also been transferred out of Hyderabad even violating the protection under 
medical grounds. He requested that as both husband and wife are relieved from duties for the last one year, Associa tion 

has to make all out efforts to help them on transfer issue. Sh. Jaffania explained his case and said that lot of transfer 
adjustments are done after keeping the transfer order in Abeyance recently but Management is adamant in their case. 
Both of them are not  getting salary for the last 10 months. They are the only one’s left out office bearers whose cases 

are not settled since last year. He said that he has made lot of efforts and also appraised the efforts made by President. 
He pointed out the victimization done with him and his wife. CWC opined that Shri. Jaffania should get the change of 
posting and the transfer order of his wife should be cancelled on medical grounds as the normal justice to any other 

employee. President informed the house that he has been taking up the matter with higher authorities with all 
seriousness and the house decided to continue efforts to seek justice to Shri. Jaffania. CWC expressed its solidarity to 
Shri. Jaffania.  

 
   iv. Amendments in constitution and Election byelaws of ARTEE.  
 

It was informed to the house that Prasar Bharati, vide its letter dated 16.5.2012 has pointed out some discrepancies in 
the Constitution/ Bye Laws of applicant Associations and directed us to rectify the discrepancies and re -submit the 
corrected documents by 31

st
 May 2012. Since it is mandatory as per the CCS(RSA) Rules 1993, we made necessary 

amendments in consultation with the Central Council and submitted to Prasar Bharati on 31.5.2012. But still some 
amendments in the constitution of Association are necessary to make it in tune with CCS(RSA) Rules 1993. Shri. 
Yashwant Tahsildar, VP(WZ) & the  secretary of committee constituted to prepare the amendments in the constitution to 

incorporate/modify necessary sections to accommodate the provisions o f CCS(RSA) Rules 1993 has already submitted 
his proposal. This proposal along with the amended constitution submitted to PB, were circulated to the CWC members 
through mail.  

 
It is informed that the amendments, after getting the approval from the Government, can be submitted to the Registrar 
of Societies. It was informed to the house that the Central Council in its meeting on 24th July 2012 decided that since 

we are not in a position to organize the National Convention (General Body) this time due to time restraints, this CWC 
can take a decision on behalf of National Convention as per Section 36 (viii) of our constitution.  
 

CWC had elaborate debate on the amendments needed in various sections. Accordingly CWC proposed following 
amendments: (additions - bold, underline & Italic). These amendments will be submitted only after the recognition is  
accorded by the Ministry since we have already submitted amended constitution as per the directive of PB for 

recognition process. 
 
Article 5 ii) ii) At each unit, members shall elect, within 3 months of taking over of new CWC,  one Unit Secretary, one 

Assistant Unit Secretary and one Unit Treasurer. At units where numbers of members are more than 20 they will elect 
one more representative, Assistant Unit Secretary. After being elected they should communicate their names to the 
General Secretary. They shall hold office for a period of two years.  

 
Article 6 i) a) Unit Secretary, Assistant Unit Secretary and Unit Treasurer shall be elected, within 3 months of taking 
over of new CWC,  by the members of the Unit for a term of two years or till the new Unit Secretary, Assistant Unit 

Secretary and Treasurer are elected, whichever is earlier.  
 
Article 6 iii) Unit Secretary of the LPTV/HPTV/AIR(with less than 20 members) unit under the geographical area 

covered by the Doordarshan Maintenance Centre (DMC) shall be the member of the Area (DMC deleted) Committee.  
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7. AREA (DMC deleted) Committee:  
i) There shall be an AREA [DMC (Doordarshan Maintenance Centre)- deleted] Committee under the chairmanship of 
Area [DMC - deleted] Coordinator.  

ii) All Unit Secretaries of LPTV/HPTV with the AIR stations with less than 20 members and situated under the 
geographical area of the DMC shall be the members of the AREA [DMC - deleted] Committee and the Unit Secretary 
or in his absence the Assistant Unit Secretary or any other member of the Unit authorised by the unit shall represent 

their respective units at the meeting of the AREA [DMC - deleted] Committee.  
 
8. Election, Duties and Power of AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinator:  

i) Zonal Vice-President, after consulting all unit secretaries in the DMC and the State Secretary of the state, will 
recommend to President for the nomination of DMC Coordinator. (old article). This will be replaced as per the following:  
 

i) Zonal Vice President in consultation with the State Secretary concerned will announce the date of the General  
Body meeting of the Area Committee within three months from the date of taking over of charge by the new 
CWC. State Secretary will chair the meeting and convey the nomination of the Area Coordinator as decided by 

the Area committee, to the Zonal VP who in turn will recommend the same to the President.  
  
iii) AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinator shall convene meetings of the AREA [DMC - deleted] committee at least once in 

every six months.  
iv) AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinator shall be the member of Central Committee.  
v) AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinator shall call meetings of the AREA [DMC - deleted] Committee on the  

 
 
representation to do so by one third of the unit secretaries.  

vi) The AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinator shall communicate the proceedings of the committee to the respective State 
Secretary with copies to the Zonal Vice President and General Secretary.  
vii) He/She shall be responsible for funds and documents of the AREA [DMC - deleted] Committee and shall hand over 

the same to his/her successor.  
Article 9 i) There shall be a ‘State Committee’ under the chairmanship of State Secretary. It will consist of State 
Secretary, Organising Secretary, Publicity Secretary, AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinators and all Unit secretaries of the 

State.  
 
Article 10 ii) A member working in any unit of AIR/ Doordarshan at the headquarter of the particular state (at the time of 

filing nomination for election) (other than North East Zone) but having more than two years of service for 
retirement on superannuation can contest for the post of State Secretary. He/ She shall continue to perform the 
duties of the State Secretary even if transferred out of the State Headquarter but posted within the state. In the 

case of the State Secretary transferred out of the State, President on the recommendation of the Central  
Executive and in consultation with the outgoing State Secretary & the concerned Zonal Commi ttee, shall 
nominate a new State Secretary from among the members working in any unit of the State Headquarter, for the 

remaining term. For the post of State Secretaries for the states in North East Zone the candidate can contest 
from any station within the respective state in the zone  
 

Article 15 i) Zonal Vice-President  shall be the member of the Association and member of the Central Committee, 
Central Working Committee and Central Council. He/ She shall be the Chief Executive of the respective Zonal 
Committee of the Association and shall coordinate with the Cadre Controlling authority of the respective zone 

and shall take all such actions for the welfare of the members of his zone but in accordance with the aims and 
objects of the Association.  
 

Article 15 ii) He/ She shall be posted in any office at the respective four Zonal headquarters (Delhi/ Mumbai/ Chennai/  
Kolkata) at the time of filing of nomination. He/ She shall continue to perform the duties of the Vice President of the 
Zone even if transferred out of the Zonal Headquarter but posted within the Zone. In the case of the Zonal Vice 

President being transferred out of the Zone, President on the recommendation of the Central  Executive and in 
consultation with the outgoing VP(Zone)& concerned Zonal Committee shall nominate any elected member of 
the Zonal Committee, for the remaining term. For the post of Vice President (North East Zone) the candidate 

can contest from any station in the zone.  In all these cases, he/she should have more than two years of  service 
for retirement on superannuation at the time of filing of nomination  
 

Article 17 vi) Candidates for the post of Joint Secretary (SEA/EA, Sr.Tech /Tech and Helper) should be posted at  any 
office at the Zonal headquarter at the time of filing nomination. He/ She shall continue to perform the duties of the 
Joint Secretary of the Zone even if transferred out of the Zonal Headquarter but posted within the Zone. In the 

case of the Joint Secretary being transferred out of the Zone, President on the recomm endation of the 
respective Zonal Committee shall nominate a new Joint Secretary from among the members of the respective 
cadre, posted at any office at the Zonal Headquarter, for the remaining term. In case the post of Joint Secretary 

lying vacant after the election, President can nominate any person working in any station in the zone but  
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belonging to the respective cadre, on the recommendation of the Zonal committee. In all these cases, he/she 
should have more than two years of service for retirement on superannuation at the time of filing of nomination 
 

Article 17 vii) The Joint Secretary (Sr.Tech/ Tech) in addition to his present duties will look after the issues 
related to the cadres of Mast Technician, Diesel Technician & Diesel Engine Driver also in  the respective zone.  
Article 21 v) h) AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinators [Article 8(i)]  

 
Article 36 i. There shall be a Central Committee, the General Body of the Association, under the chairmanship of 
President. This will consists of members of the Central Working Committee, Assistant Secretaries of Zonal Committees, 

Organising & Publicity Secretaries of the States, AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinators and Unit Secretaries of A IR & 
DDK units which are not covered by the Area Committee. [deleted the following part - 92 representatives from AIR & 
TV (DDK/PGF/PPC ) stations recommended by the respective State Secretaries. (Out of this 92, One each from the 

states of Andman & Nicobar, Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram , 
Nagaland, Sikkim & Tripura. Three each from the states of Assam, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand,  
Punjab & Chandigarh and Uttaranchal. Five each from the states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala,  

Madhya Pradesh, Maharas htra, Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamilnadu & Pondicherry, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal)].  
 
Article 40 iii) The allocation for various level committees are as follows: (New Article) Zonal Committee: Rs.5000/ -per 

annum State Committee:  Rs.1000/-per annum. It will be decided by Central Council as per the amount of annual 
collection through check off system. (this shall be replaced by the following)  
 

40 iii) The allocation of funds for various level committees shall be as follows:  
The amount of subscription, to be deducted from members, shall be distributed to the various committees with 
the following system with the condition that the respective committees will get the reimbursement of bill within 

the limit mentioned below, on raising bill of their expenditure. The amount if not claimed through bills within 
the Financial year will be considered as lapsed and it will be considered as part of the account of Central  
Office.  

Central Committee:  55% of total amount of subscription towards ARTEE  
Zonal Committee:  15%  of total amount of subscription which will be distributed equally @  
     3% to each zone 

State Committee:  15% of the subscription deducted from the members belongs to  that State  
Area Coordinator:   15% of the subscription deducted from the members of the units coming  
     under the Area Committee 

AIR or DD units (not covered by Area Coordinator):  15% of the subscription deducted from the   
        members of the unit.    
 

 
Different Committees & their Strength 

 

Post      Central Ex.  Central Council   CWC  Central Committee  
President            1               1      1       1  
V P (AIR)                             1               1      1                 1  

V P (TV)             1               1     1                 1  
Genl.Secy             1              1     1                 1  
Addl.GS              1              1     1                 1  

Treasurer            1              1      1                 1  
Secretaries             4              4      4                  4   
V P (Zone)            0              5     5                 5  

AGS (AIR)             0              0      5                 5  
AGS (TV)             0              0      5       5  
Joint Secy(SEA/EA)            0              0      5                 5  

J S (S.Tech/ Tech)            0              0      5                 5  
JS ( Helper)             0                            0                         5                       5  
Asst.Secy(Org)              0                            0                         0                       5  

Asst.Secy(Pub)             0                            0                         0                       5  
State Secretary             0                            0                       30                      30  
Organising Secy            0                            0                         0                      30  

Publicity Secy             0                            0                         0                      30  
AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinator         0                            0                         0                    111  
Rep. from AIR/DDK           0                            0                   0        150(approx.) (92)  

NC Member             0                            0                         1                        1  
DC Member            0                           0                         3                        3  
DG C Member            0                            0                         2                        2  
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Editor (Filament)           0                            0                         1                        1  
Web Administrator            0                            0                         1                        1  
Returning Officer            0                            0                         1                        1     

Ex.President             0                            0                         1                        1  
Ex.GS             0                            0                         1                        1  
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Total             10                         15              81         412(approx) (354)  
 
 
AREA [DMC - deleted] Coordinators will be as many as DMCs are there.  

 
Amendments in Election Bye Laws: 
 

Article 2. All members, who have more than two years of service left for retirement on superannuation and,  
desirous of contesting the election to any of the posts notified in the election notification shall apply to Returning of ficer 
on the prescribed nomination form (Appendix – III).  

 
Article 16. a) The R.O shall send the ballots to unit secretaries with his ink signatures along with addressed envelop 
and Rs.5 Rupee stamp per member and in turn, at the time of distributing the ballots the unit secretary shall also sign 

on each ballot paper with ink pen and put his rubber stamp and handover the ballot, envelop & Rs.5 stamp to the 
members. The member can send the ballot directly to the RO or hand over in sealed envelop to the Unit  
Secretary for further sending to the R.O.  

b) If ballot papers have not reached any unit 3 weeks before the last date for receiving ballot papers by R.O, the unit 
secretary will inform (deleted - telephonically/telegraphically or) in writing with signature  by fax  or through email by 
attaching the scanned copy of signed letter to the R.O immediately.  

c) Accordingly R.O. will send the ballots immediately to the respective unit through speed post/ courier.  
 

Article [17] C. (i) All Unit Secretaries will send Membership (M) form containing the details of the paid up members  

posted in their station, along with official record of deduction of subscription from the salary.  These M forms will 
essentially have Residential Address of Unit Secretary. Ballots will be sent on this address. Voter list shall be finalized by 
the General Secretary 7 days before the last date of submission of nomination.  

 
Article 21.  Once the result of the election for any post is declared by R.O. further request for re -counting should be 
addressed to the President, within three days. President along with General Secretary, (and  - deleted) R.O and the 

ZARO concerned will make the arrangement for recounting within next three days or on the same day, if need arises.  
 
Article 25. A scanned copy of Nomination/Withdrawal may be sent simultaneously through email on the email ID 

provided by RO. But Nomination/Withdrawal will be valid only after receiving the hard copy but before the declaration 
of final list. 
 

v. Decision on process of Election for the next term 
 
It was stated in the house that normally we used to have a National Convention preferably in the middle of the term or at 

least well before the elections are due. But we could not organize National Convention for this term due to the 
recognition related issues.  
 

Further, as per the CCS(RSA) Rules the term of the Association should be 2 years which cannot be extended for more 
than three months. Accordingly we have made this amendment in our constitution also which is mandatory. The term of 
the present CWC is coming to an end on 31.1.2013, which can be extended upto 30.04.2013. That means we have to 

handover to the new CWC latest by 01.05.2013. We need 5 -6 months for the election process – the elections should be 
declared in October – November. Meanwhile we have to get the amendments in constitution, with prior approval from 
the department, passed from the Registrar of Societies.  

VP(WZ) also clarified that his interest to include this point in the agenda was only due to this technical reason.  
After detailed discussions, in which almost all  members participated, it is decided that the term of the present CWC 
be extended for another three months i..e. upto 30.04.2013 and elections be conducted in time so as to 

handover to the new body latest by 01.05.2013. It is also decided that all units will be advised to conduct their 
elections within three months from the taking over of the new CWC so as to make all committees from Unit to 
Central in tandem with their tenure.  

 
vi. Role of ARTEE in NFADE, Confederation & other joint platforms.  
 

While participating in the deliberations on the issue of joint platforms, members pointed out that some of the 
Associations seem to get more benefits from Federation and other common platforms whereas ARTEE is taking pai n for 
the majority of work towards strengthening  the platform. It was stated that the representatives of ARTEE at all levels  
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such as Unit, DMC, State,  Zonal & Central shouldered their responsibility along with their counterparts in other 
Associations for the success of various steps of agitation, esp. the 48 hours boycott of duties. Our representatives took 
initiative for political campaigning at various places, leading to the ‘Prasar Bharati Amendment Bill 2011’ which is 

passed by the Hon’ble Rajya Sabha on 8
th

 December and Lok Sabha on 20
th

  
  

December 2011 retaining the employees joined upto 05.10.2007 as Central Government Employees till their retirement. 
It is proved beyond doubt that we are surviving today with all facilities of Central Govt Employ ees due to the unity & 

tireless efforts of NFADE.   
Everybody agreed to the fact that in future also two types of employees will not be a healthy sign for the organization 
and the present amendments are only a protection for the time being. House accepted the reality that NFADE has a big 

job to start political campaign to convince the policy makers of the country to Repeal PB Act 1990 or at least to retain all 
employees of AIR & DD irrespective of their date of joining (by removing the present cutoff date) as Central Government 
employees, after completion of recognition process. Movement of NFADE has always shown its strength which in 

turn gives us more confidence for the future activi ties as well. Hence it is a necessity to keep the Federation 
strong enough for future. It was also pointed out that the plat form of NFADE has its own impact in political campaign.  
 

It was also opined that we should learn from the past experiences and if ARTEE has to take more pain for the interest of 
all employees, then ARTEE should get its due and proper discipline should be ensured so that constituent Associations 
will not take any activities against the interest of the members of fellow constituent Association. It is also decided that 

ARTEE should always keep its interest on top priority while working for common platforms.  
 

vii). ** Opening Membership for entire engineering fraternity of AIR &DD in the light of CCS(RSA) Rules.  ** 

 
The matter dropped from the agenda point. ** 

 
6. Review of implementation of allied recommendations o f 6

th
 CPC. 

 
a). Implementation of MACP.  
Members participating in the discussion pointed out that eventhough the department has agreed to extend the benefit of 

MACP to our cadres after continuous efforts of SSS, the process is slow in some zones. Meanwhile the order issued by 
the Inspector of Accounts, O/O DG:AIR to individual AIR Stations to withdraw the MACP and make the recoveries from 
the employees, quoting the decision of the CEO, Prasar Bharati, on the recommendations of a private auditing firm 

created some panic in the department. It was informed to the house that on receiving reports from stations, the Central 
Office took up the matter immediately with Prasar Bharati secretariat and Prasar Bharati issued orders to keep the order 
for recoveries in abeyance till a final decision in consultation with Ministry of I&B and DOP&T is taken. We once again 

requested Member (F), Prasar Bharati to settle the matter forever since the decision taken by former CEO was 
accepted by the Three Member Committee (TMC) while sanctioning the funds for the payment of arrears of MACP to 
engineering and programme cadres. Since it was a conscious decision in the light of government’s decision to retain all 

employees of AIR & DD recruited upto 05.10.2007 as Central Government empl oyees and extending the benefit of pay 
scales as recommended by 6

th
 CPC. Matter is pending in PB for a final decision.  House decided to follow up the 

matter at all levels for timely implementation of MACP benefits to our cadres.  

 
b). Merger of EA with SEA  
Almost all CWC members pointed out the feeling of restlessness amongst our members throughout the country after 

hearing about the proposal by the Ministry to down grade the merged cadre of EA&SEA by making it as JE with the GP 
of Rs.4200/- 
 

It was informed by the Central Office that the committee under the chairmanship of CE(D), AIR after consultation with 
us, proposed a new cadre of Broadcast Engineer merging EA & SEA with the GP of Rs.4600/ -. Though the proposal 
was sent to Ministry, it was pending there inspite of regular follow-up from the Association. Meanwhile one individual 

filed an application in the Principal Bench of Hon’ble CAT Delhi. Ministry of I&B subsequently filed an affidavit in the 
contempt petition in which they assured to finalise the merger of EA with SEA and they attached the approval of DOP&T 
& Ministry of Finance but with designation of JE with GP 4200/-.  

 
Meanwhile DG:AIR sent objections to this directive of Ministry stating that as per the proposal recommended by the 
committee and sent with the approval of DG:AIR the cadre was to be named Broadcasting Engineer with GP 4600/ -. But 

the Ministry directed O/O DG:AIR to prepare the RR only for JE with GP of 4200/ - as decided by the Ministry. We have 
requested the authorities in DG:AIR/DG:DD/PB to stick to the earlier proposal since it will have serious impact on all  
cadres as basically this decision will take all cadres back to the scales of pre 25-2-1999. Meanwhile we have already 

initiated work for challenging this decision legally. After detailed discussion CWC  
directed Central office to wait for the order on merger of EA&SEA from the Ministry before filing the case.  It is 
decided to start the legal procedure if the order is issued against the interest of our member cadres.  Meanwhile 

Central Office will continue its all around efforts to stop this merger in the wrong way.  
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c). Rs. 5400/ - for AE after completion of four years.  
CWC discussed in detail about the developments on this issue after the proposal was turned down by Ministry o f 

Finance and thereafter the legal decision on the case filed by 4 individuals. Though it is beneficial for our cadres, the 
house expressed its concern for the impact on the demand of ACP as per the Patna verdict, which if implemented in its 
true spirit will ensure more benefits compared to this proposal. After discussing it threadbare, it was decided to first 

concentrate on the implementation of the decision of Patna CAT on ACP, and the GP of Rs.5400/ - after 4 years 
of service can be taken up if it is not possible to get the benefit of Patna decision on ACP.  
 

7. Court Cases : 
 
a) Case on CCS RSA Recognition: House discussed the implementation of the verdict of Principle Bench Delhi on 

CCS RSA Recognition. As per Court verdict the Process had to be completed in four months which has ended on 30
th

 
June 2012.  As per information, PB has submitted a Progress Report in CAT and asked for two months more time to 
complete the process. House debated on the issue of filing Contempt Petition and after discussion it was decided that 

Central Office in consultation with Zonal VPs will take decision on it, as and when the contempt petition is 
required to be filed. 
 

b)  One Pay One Cadre 
 i)   New EA (joining after 25.2.1999) 
House was informed that the cases filed by Shri Mahender Singh Rana and Shri Lalit Kumar Pawar & others (Both the 

cases are supported by ARTEE) have established the principle of natural justice i.e. ‘one pay scale for one cadre’,  
through the verdict of Hon’ble Supreme Court, Delhi High court and Delhi CAT. Accordingly we placed the matter in the 
meeting of Prasar Bharati dated 19-01-2011, for immediate implementation of the judgment. Administration pointed out 

that the financial implication may be calculated before implementing the necessary orders. Sensing the time delay in the 
process of calculation we have demanded an administrative order to grant the pay scales for Engg. Asstt w.e.f. their 
‘date of joining’. We further demanded to grant a similar benefit to Technicians who joined after 25 -02-1999. It was also 

demanded to extend the higher pay scales of order dated 25-2-1999 to Helpers, Diesel Technicians, Diesel Engine 
Drivers, and Mast Technicians under the criteria as directed by Hon’ble Supreme Court. On the directions of Member 
(Personnel), O/o DG:AIR has recommended to the Min. of I&B that the highest pay scales given to one part of the cadre 

may be extended to all employees of same cadre, for the above mentioned cadres. Simultaneously the O/o DG:AIR 
sought financial implications and calculation of benefits including arrears from the stations. They started receiving 
calculations from a good number of stations. But immediately after declaring non recognition of Associations, Ministry 

took a different stand and they appealed in the Supreme Court in a simi lar case filed by two individuals. The applicants 
without the knowledge of this Association got a verdict on 25.11.2008 from Hon’ble CAT Jabalpur which directed the 
Govt to grant the pay scales from 2006. Later they got further relief from Gwalior Bench of Hon’ble High Court of 

Madhya Pradesh which directed vide its orders dated 18.8.2010 & 03.12.2010 to grant the benefit from 2003. (it is 
worthwhile to note that we got the benefit from the date of joining of all EAs vide the verdicts dated 31.5.2006 & 
25.1.2007 of Hon’ble CAT Delhi, 11

th
 August, 7

th
 September & 24

th
 September 2010 of Hon’ble High Court Delhi and 

ultimately on 14
th

 January 2011 of Hon’ble Supreme Court. Thereafter we filed a contempt petition (CP 494/2011 of OA 
1742/2004) on 18

th
 May 2011 and the Govt filed a Review Petition in Hon’ble Supreme Court on 16/9/2011 on our 

case). Once the applicant  filed contempt petition in Gwalior, the Ministry of I&B used it as an opportunity and filed SLP 

in Supreme Court. The review petition got linked with the decision of this SLP and the Hon’ble CAT disposed off the 
Contempt petition since the matter is pending before Hon’ble Supreme Court in the Review Petition. Hence all these 
cases now depend upon the SLP filed in the Gwalior case. ARTEE is extending its  support including full financial 

expenses for the applicant EAs in Hon’ble Supreme Court. CWC directed the Central Office to follow up the cases 
till getting to a logical conclusion.  
ii) New Technician (joined after 25.2.1999)  

It was pointed that this case is now depending upon the outcome of the above said case as it also relates to the 
principle of ‘one pay scale for one cadre’. It was also pointed that while seeking financial implication from stations on the  
basis of the New EA case the O/o DG:AIR sought the same for New Technicians and even old persons like DED, 

DTech, Mast tech & Helper. Hence it is decided to concentrate on the New EA case which will be benefitting all 
cadres.  
c) Pay Revision of Technician in parity with Lighting Assistant (from 1.7.1983 to 31.12.1995) 

ARTEE filed the case vide OA No. 164/96, In the Principal bench of CAT, New Delhi on 19/1/1996 seeking the parity in 
the pay scale of Technician with Lighting Assistant, as recommended by National Productivity Council (NPC).  
When the government agreed for the parity w.e. f. 01.01.1996 vide order dated 05.12.1997 and 25.02.1999, we 

requested the Hon’ble CAT to extend the benefit from 01.07.1983, as was in the case of Lighting Assistant. Agreeing to 
the genuineness of the request, the Hon’ble CAT stated that they don’t want to intervene in the decision taken by the 
executive (Government of India) since the decision was taken after Govt. of India reached an agreement with Sanyut 

Sangarsh Samity (SSS) a joint plat form of ARTEE and ADTEA. ARTEE filed an appeal in the Hon’ble High Court of 
Delhi, pointing out that we have never agreed to the restriction of the benefit from 01.01.1996 and on the contrary it was 
the stand of Govt. of India that the benefit will be granted w.e.f. the date of 5

th
 Pay Commission. After number of hearing 

with arguments and counter arguments, the Hon’ble High Court in its verdict on 08/7/2011, upheld the decision of  
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 Hon’ble CAT. Meanwhile other Association got a verdict from Hon’ble High Court, Chennai to grant Notional fixation for 
this period. Hence we were thinking to approach Hon’ble Supreme Court after the implementation of Notional Fixation. 
But unfortunately it was told that the Ministry, in the SLP filed against the verdict of Chennai High Court, pointed out that  

ARTEE has not challenged the decision of Hon’ble High Court Delhi. Though we filed an SLP in the Hon’ble Supreme 
Court, the Apex court dismissed the SLP. Hearing on Notional Fixation is in progress in the Hon’ble Supreme Court. 
CWC decided to wait for the verdict in the case of Notional Fixation for further course of action.  

 
d) Pay Revision of Technician in parity with Lighting Assistant-Asst Cameraman from 1.1.1996 
 It was informed to the house that the Govt of India vide its order dated 05/12/1997 & 25.2.1999 granted the parity for 

Technician w.e.f.1.1.1996 compared to Lighting Assistant of Doordarshan, who got pay parity with Asst Cameraman of 
Films Division. When the Lighting Assistant got the parity with the Asst Cameraman through the verdict of Hon’ble 
Supreme Court in 1990 it was directed that the Lighting Assistants will also be entitled to the substituted scales  of pay 

and consequential benefits. While granting the pay scale of Rs.4500-7000 as the replacement scale of Rs.1400-2300 
which was extended to the lighting assistant and Technician, the pay scale of Asst cameraman was revised to Rs.5000 –
8000. Recently only it was brought to the notice of Central Office by some of our members and CWC members. 

Accordingly now we have requested DG:AIR to revise the pay scales of  Technician from Rs.4500 – 7000 to Rs.5000 – 
8000 w.e. f. 1.1.1996. Though the last meeting of CWC decided to file case on behalf of Association along with Zonal 
Joint  Secretaries and we circulated the format of representations to all  zonal committees, we could not go ahead since 

we received representations from two zones only. Out of which, Shri. Deepak , JS(Sr.Tech/Tech), WZ has got a reply  
from the O/o DG:AIR stating that the matter is pending in the court for final decision. It seems that the O/o DG:AIR got 
confused with the case prior to 1.1.1996 whereas in this case our demand is after 1.1.1996.  After discussions it was 

decided that Shri. Deepak will represent again to DG:AIR stating the difference in the matter and thereafter Central 
Office can go ahead with filing of the court case.  
(Note: now we demanded the pay scale on the basis of the order issued by DG on 27/4/2012 granting the pay scale of 

rs.5000 - 8000 to 27 Lighting Assistants as per the court verdict)  
e) Pay Scale of Diesel Engine Driver 
As per the AIR Manual which defines the Recruitment Rules and Service Conditions of the employees working in All 

India Radio & Doordarshan, the pay scale of Diesel Engine Driver is Rs. 330-8-370-10-400-EB-10-480 as per the 
recommendations of 3

rd
 Pay commission and Rs.1200-30-1440-EB-30-1800 as per the recommendations of 4

th
 Pay 

Commission. Some stations like AIR Rajkot followed the AIR manual in letter and spirit and appointed DED with the pay 

scale as per AIR manual which is again revised as Rs.4000 – 6000 after the recommendations of 5
th

 CPC, But some 
stations appointed with the pay scale of Rs.950 – 1500. In various orders the department has been mentioning the pay 
scale of Rs.950 – 1500 to this cadre.  

 
AIR Rajkot, vide its order dated 06.09.1999 made efforts to withdraw the pay scales of DED and revise it to Rs. 950 - 
1500 which was quashed by Hon’ble CAT, Ahmedabad, in its verdict dated 05.09.2000 and directed the CE, WZ and Sg 

Engineer, AIR Rajkot to issue an appropriate order only after issuing a show cause notice and its examination.  
 
When AIR Rajkot started the process of revising pay scales to Rs. 950 – 1500 and issued orders for the recovery of the 

amount already paid to its employees, the Diesel Engine Drivers of AIR Rajkot once again approached Hon’ble CAT 
Ahmedabad vide OA No. 791 of 2000. Hon’ble CAT Ahmedabad, in its verdict dated 31.12.2003 quashed &  
 

set aside the order of recovery and directed to refund the recovery made, if any.       
 
While challenging the verdict of Hon’ble CAT in the Hon’ble High Court of Ahmedabad, the DG:AIR & the SD, AIR 

Rajkot demanded to stay implementation & execution of the order of Hon’ble CAT, till final disposal of the case. Hon’ble 
High Court Ahmedabad, in its order dated 10/8/2004 stayed the recovery of the excess amount paid to the respondents. 
Case is still pending for a final decision.  

 
O/o DG:AIR replied on 13/5/2010 in RTI application that the Pay scale of Diesel Engine Driver as per the 
recommendations of 4

th
 Central Pay Commission is Rs. 1200 – 1800.           

 
The Diesel Engine Drivers of various stations like AIR Calicut; HPT, AIR Kingsway Delhi; AIR Ratnagiri; AIR Hyderabad 
etc have been repeatedly requesting the department to extend justice to them by granting the Pay scale of Rs. 1200 -

1800 (as per 4
th 

CPC) as assured in the AIR Manual.  
 
Due to the indifferent attitude of the department to repeated requests Shri. Subhekshanan, Diesel Enginer Driver of AIR 

Calicut approached Hon’ble CAT Ernakulum; vide OA No.234 of 2011 seeking the pay scales as assured in the AIR 
Manual. 
Hon’ble CAT Ernakulum vide its verdict dated 22.03.2011 directed the department to consider the applications and pass  
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appropriate orders within a period of two months from the date of receipt of the order. W e requested the Prasar Bharati 
& O/O DG: AIR to take immediate steps for the implementation of the verdicts of various courts, including the Hon’ble 
CAT Ernakulum and to extend the pay scales as envisaged in the AIR manual to the Diesel Engine Drivers of AIR & DD 

and to implement the pay scale of Rs. 1200-1800 (as per 4
th

 CPC), Rs.4000 – 6000 (as per 5
th

 CPC) & PB 2 with GP of 
Rs.2400/- (as per 6

th
 CPC). 

 

We have demanded that as per the order for granting ACP, the benefit should be granted as per the pay scale 
of the promotional cadre if they are eligible for regular promotion. Since the post of Diesel Engine Driver is the feeder 
cadre for Diesel Technician, the DEDs are eligible for the pay scale of Diesel Technician as the 1

st
 pay upgradation 

under ACP scheme. Moreover the order issued by Ministry of I&B, dated 25.2.1999 ensures that the departmental 
candidates on promotion will  be granted the revised (mentioned as upgraded in the order) scales of the promot ional 
cadre.  

 
But the O/o DG:AIR issued speaking order attaching the recruitment rules of Engineering cadres which were 

amended long back, in which the scales of DED is shown as Rs.950 -1500 and thereby turned down the demand. State 

Secretary, Kerala assured in the last CWC that they will take care of the expenditure if it is decided to go for a legal 
battle. Shri. Sukumaran, State Secretary, Kerala reiterated that the applicant was already informed about this 
support. CWC decided to leave it to the applicants for the final decision about their case.  

 
f) ACP case - Patna 
Twelve numbers of the EA, SEA and AEs of AIR & DDK Patna, led by Shri B.K. Roy, jointly filed a case in Hon’ble CAT 

at Patna vide O.A.No.514/2002, in which Hon’ble CAT vide its order dated 07.09.2009 directed the Govt. of India that 
the applicants who have not opted for the pay scales of Prasar Bharati (25.02.1999), may be granted the pay scales Rs. 
8000-Rs.13500 as and when they have completed 12yrs of service in the pay scale of Rs 6500 – Rs.10500 under the 

ACP scheme. The department challenged the order in the Hon’ble High Court which was dismissed in favour of 
employees. Subsequently SLP was also filed in the Hon’ble Supreme Court which has also been dismissed on 
10.01.2011. Accordingly ARTEE has taken up the matter with various authorities for immediate implementation. 

Member (personnel) Prasar Bharati, in the meeting held with ARTEE on 19.01.2011 directed DG:AIR to propose the 
implementation of above said order to the Min. of I&B. Consequently O/o DGAIR vide its letter dated 03.02.2011,  
proposed to the Min. of I&B to grant the said pay scale of Rs.8000-Rs.13500 under ACP scheme to those applicants 

who are presently in the Central Govt pay scale of Rs.6500-10500 and have not opted for Prasar Bharati Pay Scale. But 
the Ministry has implemented it only partially, thereby compelling the applicants to approach the court again. We are 
eagerly waiting for its implementation for the applicants which will bring possibility of implementation of the same to all 

employees, if we can make our efforts. CWC decided to take up the issue immediately after the implementation of 
the scheme to the applicants.  
 

g) MACP  
Three administrative staff members of AIR Jabalpur approached Hon’ble CAT Jabalpur challenging the order of MACP 
for subordinate Engg. and Programme cadres. The Hon’ble CAT had proposed to pass ex-prate decision on 20-5-2010,  

since the head of office of Jabalpur was not defending it properly. After an SOS from the unit secy.  
AIR Jabalpur, AIR & DDK Bhopal and west zone committee, the central office took the matter with DG:AIR and provided 
all the supporting documents to defend the case. Thereafter Hon’ble CAT started regular hearings. Now the next date of 

hearing is 01.08.2012. CWC decided to closely monitor the case.  
 
h) Rs. 5400/- for AE after completion of four years 

Already reported in Section 6 (C ).  
 

8. ACP & MACP on the basis of  One Pay scale for One cadre (including the cadres of Mast  Technician, Diesel 

Technician, Diesel Engine Driver & Helper, who are divided into grades)  
The cadres of Helper, DED, DTech & Mast Tech were deprived of full benefits of ACP due to various pay scales in the 
cadre on the basis of percentage-wise division. Now Hon’ble High Court, Delhi, in the case of pay revision of EAs, by 

quoting the verdicts of Hon’ble Supreme Court, has ruled that there should be ‘one pay scale in one cadre’. Hon’ble 
Supreme Court also upheld the verdict. With these supporting developments we have requested the department to 
extend the benefit of one pay scale for these cadres also by granting the highest scale of that cadre in 25.2.1999 order 

and the ACP may also be granted on the basis of these scales. Though the O/o DG:AIR started calculating financial 
implications, they have dropped it after the Ministry filed the Review petition & the SLP in Gwalior case. CWC decided 
to follow up the matter after the decision on Gwalior case.  

 
9. Decrease in eligibility service for Helper to appear Departmental Exam in the light of MACP in 10 years.  

We have been repeatedly requesting for a change in recruitment rules to grant promotion on seniority cum fitness basis 

with reduced eligibility period for appearing in exam for the post of Technician, from the present 11 years. When it was 
sent to Ministry, it returned the proposal, advising the DG:AIR to include all such proposals in the cadre review. In the 
light of recommendation of 6

th
 CPC, granting of MACP after 10 years of service we demanded to reduce eligibility 

service from 11 years to 8 years. CWC decided to take up the matter once again with the authorities.  
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10.  Opening Promotion channel on seniority cum fitness for the cadre of Helper 
We have been repeatedly requesting to open the promotional channel for Helper to Technician on seniority cum fitness 
especially in the light of the ACP scheme through which they were not grante d the pay scale of Technician due to non 

eligibility for promotion on seniority cum fitness. Sometime back the Ministry advised DG:AIR to incorporate this in 
Cadre review proposal. Though this demand was inbuilt in the proposal submitted by the committee h eaded by Shri. 
R.K.Singh, the then CE(D) & E-in-C(DD), we are not clear about the present committee. Hence it is decided to take 

up the matter with the officers concerned. 
 

11.  Cadre Review – Present status and progress.  

It was reported in the house that the submitted cadre review report has been sent back for amendments by Prasar 
Bharati to accommodate modifications in the light of 6

th
 Pay commission recommendations.  Though in the meeting held 

with Member (P), it was agreed to start the meetings under the chairmanship of Shri. R.K.Sinha, it could not start since 

he could not take charge. Thereafter the committee was reconstituted with Shri. R.K.Jain CE(D) (Now E -in-C, AIR) as  
the Chairman. PB has since issued orders to withdraw all such committees where Assoc iation representatives were 
members. Meanwhile the decisions are being taken in the O/o DG:AIR to drop the cadre review for Subordinate Cadres 

and to prepare the Cadre review only for the organized cadres with a logic that Cadre Review is meant only for 
organized cadres and with another excuse that the Associations are not in a position to present the revised proposal in 
the light of 6

th
 CPC recommendations since there is no consensus. We, after discussing with the Central Council, 

submitted a modified report recommending the merger of EA, SEA & AE with a nomenclature “Senior Broadcast 
Engineer” and next promotion as Deputy Director Engineering. The proposal was published on our website. But in the 
light of PB’s missive for abolition of all committees with Association representatives, we raised the issue through 

subsequent representations. After our repeated demands for including the cadre review of subordinate cadres, they 
constituted a committee, under the chairmanship of CE(D) AIR, for recommending cadre r eview for subordinate cadres. 
Some members have raised the grievances of the AE members that their scale has been downgraded in the proposals 

by ARTEE in which it is clarified that we have submitted the revised proposal in the light of decision of Patna ACP case. 
It was further clarified that the Pay scales demanded for the cadres including the Senior Broadcaster Engineer is for the 
persons on joining in the post. However the employees in the cadre of EA/SEA/AE having completed 12 years of 

service before August 2008 (since the ACP was effective from August 1999 to August 2008 and MACP thereafter) will 
be eligible for ACP as per the verdict in Patna case and whoever completed 20 years or 30 years will get the benefit of 
2

nd
 & 3

rd
 MACP. After discussions in detail, CWC decided to follow up the matter with authorities concerned.   

 
12.  Categorization of Stations 

It was informed to the house that Prasar Bharati used to constitute committees for categorization from time to time to 

categorise & de-categorise the stations for tenure of transfer postings, only after the continuous persuasion of this 
Association. Unfortunately this committee is not functioning for some time. CWC decided to demand the 
reconstitution of the committee to consider the pending cases.  

 
13.  Problems of LPT / LRS and other Stations and its solutions 

It was discussed that  commissioning of small stations like LPTV & LRS at  various places without minimum required 

infrastructure and adequate staff has created lot of t rouble for our employees. Whenever we ap proach the management 
they used to term the LPTV as a temporary arrangement as it is to be converted to HPT. It is decided that we should 
demand for ensuring the minimum facilities at LPTVs/LRS and take up the matter with all possible platforms 

once the recognition process is completed.  
 

14.  Out Sourcing and threat of staff retrenchment.  

It is the policy of the governments worldwide to do away with regular employees and to implement hire & fire system. 
The Fifth Central pay Commission and thereafter almost all committees constituted regarding the working of Central 
Govt employees recommended the same system. In AIR & DD also the management of PB made efforts many a t imes 

to start outsourcing in all fields. But due to strong protest from ARTEE they could not implement it in Engineering 
Cadres. But the risk still follows us especially when we are not strong enough to fight it out today. On the other side, 
they are always looking for some excuse to retrench the staff as it has already happened in various departments . After 

deliberations in detail, the CWC decided to be careful about the threat of outsourcing in the engineering cadres.  
    

15.  Staff Shortage in AIR & DD establishments & Recruitments by Prasar Bharati  

As per the official reports submitted to Hon’ble GoM and other agencies, Prasar Bharati is facing an acute staff shortage 
owing to about 12000 vacancies out of 52000 sanctioned posts in AIR&DD. Accordingly after the matter was repeatedly 
taken up by NFADE with GoM & Ministry, the GoM has granted permission for filling of 3452 posts. Out of this, about  

1200 posts are for EA and about 400 for Technicians. Though the regular recruitment will create two types of 
employees in the department, there may be a possibility that they may also join with us if we continue o ur efforts 
through NFADE to remove the cut-off date or even in case we succeed in getting the PB Act repealed. But in any 

situation, the contractual employees in engineering cadres will be a permanent threat to the existence of regular 
employees. Hence CWC decided to demand recruitments and oppose the contractual system .  
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16. OTA Revision in rates, Hours, Its eligibility – from Govt of India 
The OTA rates granted by the 4

th
 Pay Commission were very attractive at that time. But unfortunately the 

government has not revised the rates even after the change in pay scales recommended by two more pay 
commissions. The issue was taken up by the Confederation in the National Council of JCM scheme long back and 
arbitration was also granted since there was no consensus between the Government and the staff side. But the 
government is yet to finalise the rate for Central Government Employees. We are still coordinating with the 
Confederation leadership on this issue. CWC decided to coordinate with the Confederation for an early 
decision on the revised rates and eligibility of OTA.  

  
17. Extra Duty Allowance from the IEBR of Prasar Bharati, till revision in OTA scheme by Govt:  

It was brought to the notice of the house that after repeated demands and follow up from ARTEE, the PB has 
agreed to compensate for the extra work performed by employees for the interest of the Prasar Bharati. Since the 
OTA rate is to be revised by the DOP&T they agreed in Principle to our demand for granting Extra Duty allowance 
to all shift duty employees irrespective of the cadre. Accordingly, one committee, including the representative of 
ARTEE, was constituted and the committee submitted its report also. The committee was told to keep the 
additional expenditure within the limit of Rs.20 crores per annum. The committee recommended for a flat rate of 
Rs.50/- per hour irrespective of the cadre performing extra duty. It was supposed to be approved by PB Board 
since the amount was to be released from IEBR (the revenue earned by PB). But, by the time the proposal 

reached upto the subcommittee on Personnel Matters, PB declared all Associations ‘unrecognised’ and all 
proposals regarding staff welfare came to a standstill. CWC directed the Central Office to take up the matter 
with PB immediately after the process of recognition. 
 

18. GPF/CPF Related Problems 
Though it was assured by PB Management in some of the meetings to make GPF system like banking finance 
system, matter is still pending for settlement. CWC decided to follow up with PB for further smoothening the 
system, once the recognition process is completed.  
 

19. Compassionate Ground Appointments. 

As per the DOP&T rules the case for compassionate appointments says the cases cannot be considered after 
completion of 3 years from death. We are making our sincere effor ts to secure these benefits for some needy 
persons. We have demanded in the last meeting with Member (P) that PB Board may take a decision to offer 
compassionate appointment to all pending cases as a one time measure. But we could not follow up the matter 
due to the subsequent developments. CWC decided to take up the matter once again with Prasar Bharati 
management after the process of recognition. 
 
The CWC honored Shri. Ashok Gupta, former Organising Secretary, Delhi, who inspite of retirement from the 
service one year back has devoted his efforts for better organizing of the CWC meeting and even stayed with us 
for the entire period to ensure smooth arrangements. Shri. GM Tyagi, Secretary (Sr.Tech/ Tech) and Shri. Ginesh 

Aggarwal of AIR, HPT Kingsway Camp unit were also honored with mementos for their services. House 
appreciated Shri. Ashwani Dagar, Secretary (SEA/EA) for booking of the meeting arrangements and for 
coordination of the Association activities especially for the last one year when most of the senior office bearers are 
transferred out of Delhi. Special mementos were presented to all Zonal committees on behalf of the Central Office.  
   
CWC decided to make united efforts to complete the recognition process at the earliest and to keep 

the Association united above any other interest. 
 

Meeting ended with vote of thanks to the chair. 
  

             (Anilkumar S),   
          General Secretary 
 

It is clarified that the Amendments passed by CWC are for Next Election. This Election will be conducted as 

per byelaws submitted to Prasar Bharati and than to Asstt. Registrar of Societies, Allahabad on 10th May 

2012 after making statuary Amendments required for CCS(RSA) Recognition.  

After Elections these Amendments will be submitted to Prasar Bharati and than after getting Approval by 

Prasar Bharati will be sent to Allahabad. At present if we submit these byelaws to Prasar Bharati it will slow 

down the Recognition Process.                                                                                         Umesh Chandra, 

                                                                                                                                     President, 0-9871765718 
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Letter to CEO, Prasar Bharati about conducting Elections 

                           ARTEE/304/12/2012                        08.11.2012 
 Sh. Jawhar Sircar, 
 Chief Executive Officer, 
 Prasar Bharati 
 PTI Building, Sansad Marg 
 New Delhi – 110001 
Subject : Request to issue Guide Line to conduct Election of this Association in the light of ongoing Recognition Process 

as per CCS(RSA) Rules 1993. 
Respected Sir,  
With regards , I want to state,  we all are aware that Recognition Process as per CCS(RSA) 1993 is under process. As per 
bylaws of this Association we have to conduct Elections for the term 2013-2015 since the tenure of present CWC is expiring on 
1st Feb 2013 and with the Approval of our Central Working Committee it has been extended for three months i.e. upto 30

th
 

April 2012 as per Rule. 
Sir , You are most politely requested to instruct the concerned officials in Prasar Bharati to inform us in writing that whether 
we can conduct elections prior to completion of Recognition process and whether election such conducted will be valid after 
CCS(RSA) Recognition.  
It is also requested that clear guide lines should be issued in this regard as per CCS(RSA) Rules so that we can go ahead 
accordingly.                   Thanking you, 
          Yours faithfully,  Umesh Chandra,   President, ARTEE 

Reminder  to CEO, Prasar Bharati about conducting Elections 
ARTEE/314/11/2012            29.11.2012 
Sh. Jawhar Sircar, Chief Executive Officer, 
Prasar Bharati, New Delhi – 110001 
Subject : Reminder issuing Guidelines about conducting Elections of this Association. 
Respected Sir,  
With most affectionate regards this is in continuation of my previous letter no. ARTEE/304/11/2012 Dated 08.11.2012 
requesting you to issue some guidelines as the of this CWC is ending on Apr’2013. In this context I want to submit that this 
organization is registered as per Society Act with O/o Asstt. Registrar Society Allahabad since 1967. As per society Act the 
term of this Association is Two years and with the Approval of CWC It can be extended to Six Months.  
Sir since Recognition Process as per CCS(RSA) Rules 1993 is under process we amended our byelaws as per your instructions 
and now it can be extended for three Months only. As per CWC decision we have done it and the term after three months 
extension is ending on 30

th
 April 2013.  

I want to submit timely conducting the election is a binding on this Association and failing which our Registration may be 
withdrawn. Due to this I once again request you to issue us some Guidelines as per  CCS(RSA) Provisions  about present 
situation. 
An early response of the letter is requested.     Thanking You, 
       Yours faithfully, Umesh Chandra, President, ARTEE. 

 

 


